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New Circular Bioeconomy Packaging Biodegradable in the Environment:
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Ocenic Resins S.L.
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PhD in Polymer Science (Polymer Physics) at the University of Valladolid (Spain).
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Member of the Editorial Board of the Journal J. Appl. Polym. Sci., Nanomaterials and Applied
Sciences.
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Innovation in food packaging to reduce the environmental footprint of packaging materials and reduce food
waste, is a key worldwide strategy. Nowadays, with an increasing social awareness, there is a need to
develop renewable resins that can biodegrade in the environment, especially for use in short-term
packaging and disposable applications. Thus, the ideal packaging concept is currently this which entails
lower carbon and water footprints, is biodegradable and compostable, makes use of wastes or by-products,
is properly eco-designed, is safe and has the right preservation properties to minimize food waste.
The YPACK project (www.ypack.eu) comprises the scale-up and commercial validation of two innovative
biodegradable food packaging solutions in the current EU social, economic and regulatory framework. These
solutions have been developed to maintain or extend the shelf-life of foodstuffs, reduce the food waste and
minimize the environmental impact of packaging taking into account the current market trends. These
solutions are to be validated in fresh products (meat, fruits & vegetables and fresh pasta), some of the most
significant generators of food waste. The project also provides relevant collaborative research towards
achieving this concept.
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Biography:
Dr. Alie de Boer is Assistant Professor in the field of nutrition and food law at Campus Venlo of Maastricht
University. Alie is a nutritional scientist fascinated by food law and as founder and head of the Food Claims
Centre Venlo, she studies how you can scientifically prove that food is legally considered to be safe and
healthy. In her interdisciplinary research, she analyses the interplay between nutritional sciences and
(European) food law and focusses on how to substantiate regulatory and scientific requirements regarding
health claims and novel foods. The use of scientific evidence in political decisions is an important part of the
conducted research.

The use of risk assessment in European food law is analyses in this study, and the implication of the
proposed adjustments to the EU’s framework regulation for foods, the General Food Law, are reviewed.
European food laws increasingly use scientific evidence to protect consumers from hazards and to prevent
the use of misleading information. The risk analysis cycle (risk assessment, risk management and risk
communication) that has been implemented in many authorisation decisions of the European Commission
has resulted in improved levels of public health since 2002. In evaluating food law under the REFIT
procedure however, various shortcomings were identified by the European Commission, including the lack
of transparency of data and the independence of risk assessors in the European Food Safety Authority. To
deal with these identified issues, various improvements are suggested in the recently published proposal to
adjust the General Food Law (Regulation 178/2002) and secondary EU legislation.
Although these adjustments are expected to add to improving European food policies, todays European
food laws can be further enhanced by improving the use of nutritional sciences in food law. Stimulating
collaborations between both fields can result in a higher level of consumer protection from misleading and
potential food risks, and further advance the internal European market. It is therefore essential to conduct
scientific assessment in a more systematic way. Only improving the conducted scientific analyses as well as
their use in risk management will result in more future-proof European food law.
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Biography:
Prof. Dr. Popa M.E. graduated from the Faculty of Food Chemistry and Technology, University of Galaţi in
1985 and is currently Full professor of Faculty of Biotechnology at the University of Agronomic Sciences and
Veterinary Medicine Bucharest. She is PhD coordinator in Biotechnology field (having 6 students who
already got PhD title and 10 ongoing PhD students). Main topics: plant antimicrobials, novel techniques for
food preservation, new food packaging materials and systems for extended shelf life and biodegradability
and toxicity of these new materials, bioactive compounds in berry fruits and wines, processing of fruits in
functional drinks type smoothie.
Having a rich experience of research and development for over 30 years in the field of food quality and
safety, food preservation, biodegradability and ecotoxicity of packaging materials, etc. The publishing
activity, is consisting of 21 books or chapters in the books and over 250 papers or presentations at national
and international conferences in the field of food science, among over 150 articles published in national and
international journals in the field among 32 ISI indexed and her research activity consists of more than
already finished 70 national and international research projects.

Nowadays more and more developments in nanoscience and nanotechnology applications in the food field
are reported worldwide. These led to many innovative applications in the food sector trying to equal the
applications of these in biomedicine and pharmacy. One of main directions of food sector applications is the
development of nanopackaging materials. In packaging materials at nanoscale, functional compounds could
be encapsulated to obtain better technical properties or to improve food quality attributes, and a better
protection and a prolonged shelf life, well known as active and smart packaging concepts. Natural
compounds with antimicrobial and/or antioxidant activity could be microencapsulated in nanostructures of
food packaging which are supposed to inhibit or retard microbial growth on food products surfaces with
more efficacy when nanoscale is involved. Apart from the food spoilage inhibition these nanostructures
could enhance aroma attributes of packaged food, improve the texture for a better satiety and could have
various roles in intelligent packaging sensors. Challenging trends in these nanostructures are bio-based
nanocomposites (cellulose, starch, chitosan nanoparticles, proteins, polysaccharides, PHB, PLA) that could
have different functionalities being more sustainable for the environment. The legislative issues related to
the applications of these nanostructures in food packaging will also be assessed. This review gives an
overview of nanostructured materials related to structures and their scope of action, their current
applications and future perspectives in the food packaging area.
References (selective):
Alejandra Acevedo-Fani et.colab, Trends in Food Science & Technology 60 (2017), 12-22;
Jing-Min Liu et.colab., Trends in Food Science & Technology 71 (2018), 94-106;
Zohreh Honarvar1 et.colab., Electronic Physician (ISSN: 2008-5842), June 2016, Volume: 8, Issue: 6, Pages:
2531-2538.
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Food safety is basic right for individuals in the world. To develop an anonymous system to limit the
consequences of dangerous chemicals added to food or the presence of pathogenic microorganisms in food
is the objective of Global Incident Alert Network (GIAN) work group of GHI. GIAN for Unauthorized Food
Additives (GIANUFA) and GIAN for Pathogens in Food (GIANPIF) are two major objectives. A whistle-blower
can report anonymously via an easy-to-find and well-known webpage. The site needs a reporting form with
questions to obtain as many as possible details. The questions have to be answered as complete as possible,
because there will be no possibility to ask the anonymous whistle-blower later. The whistle-blower needs to
realise that his case can only be addressed with sufficient details. Using the GHI network, with emphasis on
GHI Ambassadors and experts from all fields, GHI will check if the report is real or only meant to harm the
company.
Experts' evaluation for the whistle-blower is very critical for GIAN system. A committee composed of food
scientists, nutritionists, toxicologists, risk evaluator and medical doctors could immediately to evaluate the
collected data or information. If it's real and serious, the GHI Office will alert the local National Public Health
Institute(s) who then have to handle the incident further. GIAN system could be translated into different
languages, food industry and local governments could treat by the connection with GHI. GIAN website also
provides past incidents (e.g. plasticizer, melanin and some others) and their risk and harm to health.
Results. To avoid the food safety problem from unauthorized food additives or pathogens, good and new
regulation and monitor are required. In addition, the newly set up information is also very helpful. Whistlebelower is a good system to find out the potential threat for food safety anonymously.
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Biography:
Su guocheng, graduated from XiaMen University microbiology major, Jimei University food and biological
engineering college professor, master tutor.
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than 40 papers. In recent years, he has been mainly engaged in the research of food safety, biotechnology and
Marine biological engineering.

In experiment, 2-(Ethylamino)ethanol, sublimed sulphur, carbon monoxide gas and p-chlorobenzyl chloride
were used as raw materials to synthesize the hydroxyated thiobencarb through the chemical reaction. Then
purified and reacted with succinic anhydride to synthesize the thiobencarb hapten, which was analyzed and
identified as the expected product by thin layer chromatography, mass spectrometry and infrared
spectrum. The hapten was conjugated to bovine serum albumin BSA to prepare the artificial antigen of
thiobencarb using the carbodiimide method, which was identified by ultraviolet spectrophotometry and
fluorescence spectrophotometry. The results of the experiment showed that it was successful for the
synthesis of hapten and artificial antigen of thiobencarb. The coupling ratio of hapten and carrier protein
was 6.59:1. This study has deeply laid the foundation for the preparation of thiobencarb antibody.
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Introduction: Formalin is reported to be frequently added as preservative to fresh fish to prevent spoilage
and extend shelf life. Carcinogenic and mutaginicity of formalin is a challenging public health issue in
Bangladesh.
Purpose: To assess the public health risk associated with formalin exposure in fresh water fish in Southern
Bangladesh.
Methods: Formalin concentrations (mg/kg) were determined (n=3) in tilapia, Indian major carp rui, Chinese
carp and a minor carp from local market. Laboratory simulations involved dipping fish in 0.5, 1.0, 2.0 and
4.0% formalin solution for 5, 15, 30 and 60 min, and analyzing with spectrophotometric and high
performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) method. A food frequency questionnaire was used to collect
fish consumption (kg/kgBW.day) data from 400 respondents. A probabilistic exposure assessment was
conducted using @Risk®7.0 software.
Results: Fish treated with formalin with increasing concentrations and time showed increased trends of
formalin acquisition irrespective of fish species and analytical methods used (p<0.05). The questionnaire
survey showed that consumption of rui and tilapia was higher than Chinese carp and minor carp. Under
spectrophotometric analysis, formalin exposure with consumption of four different fish was lower than
acceptable daily intake ‘ADI’ (0.2 mg/kgBW.day) and tolerable daily intake ‘TDI’ (0.15 mg/kgBW.day) value
for both “total population (400 respondents, both consumer and non-consumers)” and “consumers”. The
HPLC method determined maximum exposure to formalin at 0.28 mg/kg BW.day for tilapia consumers.
Margin of exposure (MoE) provides high priority (<10000) for tilapia and rui at P99 under
spectrophotometric analysis where under HPLC analysis, tilapia had much lower MoE values at P99, P95 and
P90 (total population and consumers).
Conclusion: This study suggested that exposure of formalin associated with tilapia consumption is a public
health concern in Southern Bangladesh that should be prioritized for risk management strategy.
Acknowledgments: The authors are very grateful to the International Foundation for Science (IFS), Sweden
for the research grant (agreement number E/5670-1). The authors also would like to acknowledge ITP Food
Safety program, Department of Food Safety and Food Quality, Faculty of Bioscience, Ghent University,
Belgium and the Flemish Interuniversity Council (VLIR-UOS), Belgium for scientific and research stay
support.
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Introduction: Pesticides persist in different feed and food production systems due to their widespread use
by farmers, causing environmental contamination. The determination of pesticide residues is very
important for identifying its potential public health risks in Bangladesh.
Purpose: This study aimed to determine pesticide residues in fish feed, fish and vegetable samples from
different locations in Bangladesh.
Methods: Fish feed, fish and vegetable samples were randomly selected and collected from different
locations in Bangladesh. Different organochlorine (OC), pyrethroid and organophosphate pesticide residues
were analyzed using the quick easy cheap effective rugged and safe (QuEChERS) method followed by gas
chromatography-mass spectrometry (GC-MS).
Results: The study showed that the 14 fish feed samples analyzed with this method appeared to be free of
pyrethroid pesticide residues. In fish samples, among the organochlorine pesticide residues only aldrin was
identified at the level of 31.42 µg/kg in a fish sample of catla (Catla catla) collected from Rajshahi Durgapur.
Similarly, in case of pyrethroid pesticide residues, only permethrin was detected at a level of 83.52 µg/kg in
bata fish (Labeo bata) from Satkhira Kaligonj. In contrast, the majority of vegetables sample tested positive
for different pesticide residues. Among all 135 vegetable samples (27 samples each of country bean, green
chili, tomato, eggplants and red amaranth) 27.4% were found positive for organophosphate pesticide
residues (dimethoate, chlorpyrifos and qunalphos) of which 89% exceeded Maximum Residue Limits (MRLs)
that cause a potential health risk for consumers in Bangladesh.
Conclusions: An effective management strategy is needed to prevent health risks from pesticide residues in
vegetables and fish for consumers in Bangladesh.
Acknowledgments: The authors would like to acknowledge the National Food Safety Laboratory (NFSL),
Dhaka, Bangladesh for laboratory analytical support.
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Introduction: Fish drying is a traditional method of fish preservation that provides cheap dietary sources of
animal protein in Bangladesh. However, this traditional method produces low-quality dried fish.
Purposes: The aim of the present study was to improve the quality of dried fish using an innovative low-cost
technology; the UC Davis solar chimney dryer. The study compared changes in sensory, microbial and
biochemical quality of Bombay duck (Harpadon nehereus) dried using the improved method vs. the
traditional method.
Methods: The sensory, microbial and bio-chemical quality of dried fish was evaluated following the quality
index, standard plate count and the association of official analytical chemist (AOAC) method, respectively.
Results: The results indicated excellent and highly acceptable organoleptic characteristics of dried fish
produced with the improved method. The results of aerobic plate count (APC), total E. coli count (TEC), and
total Vibrio count (TViC) in improved dried fish were 4.32×104 CFU/g, 4.8×105 CFU/g, 1.3×102 CFU/g,
respectively. Total Salmonella count (TSC) was absent. All values were within the permissible limit. In
comparison, the count in traditionally produced dried fish samples was found to be 7.72×107 CFU/g,
2.6×102 CFU/g, 3.9×105 CFU/g and 5.0×104 CFU/g, respectively. All values exceeded the permissible limit.
The protein, lipid, ash and moisture contents of improved dried fish were 48.98%, 6%, 20.95% and 23.97%,
respectively while the traditional dried fish was 44.46%, 5.86%, 21.29% and 28.29%, respectively. The total
volatile-base nitrogen (TVB-N) content of improved and traditional dried fish was 0.040 mgN/100g and
0.135 mgN/100g respectively in sterile packed samples, compared to 0.162 mgN/100g and 0.149 mgN/100g
in polyethylene packed samples.
Conclusion: The quality of dried fish produced in the UC Davis chimney dryer is superior compared to that
produced by traditional sun-drying, both before and after storage time. Shelf life of both traditional and
improved dried fish is extended under sterile packed conditions.
Acknowledgements: The authors would like to acknowledge the Horticulture Innovation Lab, University of
California Davis and ECOFISHBD project (WorldFish Bangladesh) and the Ministry of Science and Technology,
Bangladesh for Chimney dryer technology, facilitating community training and financial support,
respectively to conduct the research work fruitfully.
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The present article present an overview of current nutrition legislation on the global basis and the most
relevant issues involved by the harmonization process, in the benefit on consumers, food industry, market
traders and all involved stakeholders.
The nutrition legislation was investigated in tree directions: nutrition labeling, nutrition claims and health
claims. The legislation from global jurisdictions was take into account, respectively EU, USA, China, Russia,
UK and Ireland, Australia and New Zealand.
A harmonization checklist, as operational tool, was originally proposed for each investigated nutrition
legislation issue, in respect with the estimated similitude factor and existing gaps between current global
nutritional requirements.
The harmonization of global nutrition legislation is foreseen as the ideal future solution for improvement of
food nutrition & security, food technology standards and fair international trade.
References
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1169/ 2011).
Regulation (EC) No. 1924 of the European Parliament and of the Council, 2006. Nutrition and health claims
made on food (as amended by EC No. 1047/ 2012).
WHO’s Guidelines Review Committee, 2012.WHO Handbook for guideline development
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Abstract
The present research study propose an original tool for assessing the performance level in nutrition,
hydration and nursing services according to the compliance with harmonized nutritional care standards,
which represent an original operational instrument for assessing, monitoring and developing quality food
services in the public establishments.
Introduction
The medical catering services have the role of supplying, on a contract basis, the full-service menus for the
daily main meals in public or private hospitals for patients, healthcare professionals and visitors.
Depending on the structure of the medical specialty departments of the public hospitals, the menus
delivered daily are therapeutically modified (restricted or fortified), depending on the nutrition, diet and
hydration plan established individually at the hospitalization of each patient (Vintila, 2005).
Methods
The study was conducted between 15 and 30 April 2018 by the Head of the Health and Occupational
Medicine Department from a regional Romanian Military Emergency Clinical Hospital, with the approval and
under the monitoring of the Military Hospital unit's Commander. The self-evaluation of the dietary menus
and nutritional care service was done by appreciating and completing a questionnaire regarding the food
service nutritional standards and quality management.
The data collected through the self-assessment of medical catering services in the military hospital were
compared with the harmonized regulations for the nutrient & energy reference values and standards for
nutrition and hydration of patients.
Results
The performance level in case of investigated public unit was calculated to 94.26% because there are only
two non-fulfilled criteria from the CIII standard and two criteria partially met from CI and CII standards.

Discussions
The present protocol for assessing the level of performance in providing nutrition, hydration and nursing
services with the harmonized nutritional standards for catering operation represent a practical tool for
assessing, monitoring and developing quality food services in the military hospitals.
References
EU Regulation No.1169/2011
Vintila I., Turcescu A. Technology of the activities in the public food and tourism units, Didactical and
Pedagogical Publishing House. Romania: Bucharest; 2005.
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The importance of Salmonella and Campylobacter as foodborne pathogens is well recognized worldwide.
Poultry and poultry products are commonly considered as the major vehicles of Salmonella and
Campylobacter infection in humans. The aim of this study was to investigate the hygienic status of poultry
facilities and determine the prevalence of Salmonella and Campylobacter in slaughtered poultry feces and
carcasses in four different markets in Ouagadougou, capital city of Burkina Faso. A total of 103 poultry feces
and 20 carcasses were analyzed using microbiological standard methods. Among the 103 fecal samples, 70
were positive for Campylobacter ssp (67.96%) and 54 for Salmonella ssp (52.42%). The hippurate hydrolysis
test revealed that among the 70 Campylobacter strains isolated from feces, 49 were C. jejuni (70%) and 21
were C. coli (30%). From the 20 carcasses analyzed, 18 were contaminated with Salmonella (90%) and 10
with Campylobacter ssp (50%). Among the 10 Campylobacter ssp samples isolated from poultry carcasses,
all were identified as C. jejuni using the API CAMPY system and the hippurate hydrolysis test. The
assessment of markets hygienic practices for production, transportation, display, and vending of meat
revealed unhygienic conditions. To complete the observation of unhygienic practices, we have sampled
chicken-washing solution from the study sites and microbiological analysis of these samples revealed the
presence of Salmonella spp in 100% of the samples. This study highlighted that poultry products on sale in
Ouagadougou are highly contaminated with Salmonella and Campylobacter. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first report describing Campylobacter presence in the poultry industry of Burkina Faso. Our
findings might help to better understand the epidemiology of Salmonella and Campylobacter.
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Only two potential approaches are proposed by the European Commission to deal with the current impasse
on health claims on botanicals. This review presents two additional other approaches and identifies that
first, it should be discussed whether botanicals are foods or pharmaceuticals or a separate category in law.
In the European Union, the regulation of botanicals as food or pharmaceutical is mutually exclusive and
claims on these products are regulated differently. When the botanical is a medicinal product, efficacy can
be substantiated by evidence on traditional use. However, health claims on food products, including those
on herbal dietary supplements, cannot be substantiated with evidence on traditional use. The review
procedure by EFSA of health claims on botanical containing foods is currently put on hold, to determine
whether evidence on traditional use should be considered for the substantiation of these health claims.
With no decision on this impasse, this article presents an analysis of various jurisdictions to identify their
approach towards using traditional use evidence on the efficacy of botanicals and the applicability of these
international procedures in the EU.
The first option in the discussion paper, to not allow evidence on traditional use for efficacy substantiation,
was identified as main approach in the United States of America, Japan and China. The analysis shows that
India and New Zealand accept evidence on traditional use for the substantiation of efficacy, comparable to
the second option in the discussion paper. This analysis of regulations, guidance documents and scientific
papers distinguishes two other possibilities: (i) split the current regulation to allow for special considerations
for botanical health claims, as observed in Canada, as well as in EU medicinal law and India, China and
Japan, where traditional medicinal practices are common. The final approach would be to develop a
separate regulation for products on the borderline of food and pharmaceuticals, similar to Canada and
Australia.
The decision upon the future approach how to substantiate health claims on botanicals may, however, be
less complicated when the classification of botanicals as food or pharmaceutical is clarified.
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Introduction
In recent years, food functionality has caught people’s interest in terms of disease prevention and health
promotion. The Japanese government introduced new rules on health food regulation in 2015, requiring
evidence of human clinical trials. Within this context, interest in clinical trial systems to evaluate the safety
and functionality of foods has grown. In 2012, Hokkaido was designated as one of the comprehensive
special zones for international competitiveness (Hokkaido Food Complex). In this paper, we introduce our
current activities focusing on the clinical trial for foods as well as the regional health information system.
Purpose
We establish healthcare programs with the use of functional local foods evaluated by an ICT-assisted clinical
trial system for food.
Methods
We have established a clinical trial system for foods, called the “Ebetsu Model” through the regional
innovation programs (2007-2016). The “Ebetsu Model” has been operated in Hokkaido Information
University (HIU) through the close collaboration of Hokkaido municipal government and Ebetsu City. The
clinical data obtained from clinical trials were securely stored and analysed focusing on food safety and
functionality.
Results
We conducted more than 80 human clinical trials of functional foods ranging from agriculture to fishery. The
number of registered participants in “Ebetsu Model” has grown to about 10,000. To date, we have obtained
the following outcomes: (1) establishment of clinical trial system that can issue “Food for Specified Health
Uses (FOSHU)” labels and (2) systematic analysis of health-related information about safety and
functionality of local foods.

Conclusions
We established a research platform of food informatics that promotes food science and human health. In
2013, “Washoku” traditional Japanese cuisine was added to UNESCO’s intangible cultural heritage list.
Hokkaido foods with their high nutrition and varied tastes have been expanding not only within the
Japanese market, but also in foreign markets. We suggest to use the “Ebetsu Model” in the discussions
within the GHI Working Group Nutrition, intended to develop a globally harmonized health claim labelling
system.
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The most commonly used method for the measurement of total dietary fiber (TDF) is the, so called, Prosky
Method (AOAC Method 985.29). However, the recognition that resistant starch (RS) and non-digestible
oligosaccharides (NDO) behave as dietary fiber (DF) has required the development of updated methods to
properly measure and include these fibers. This led to the development of the integrated TDF methods
(INTDF; AOAC Methods 2009.01 and 2011.25). In the application of these methods to a diverse range of
fibers, several challenges and limitations were identified. These have been addressed in the Rapid
Integrated TDF method (RINTDF) which is more physiologically relevant and yields more accurate values for
RS and non-digestible oligosaccharides (NDO). The time of incubation with pancreatic alphaamylase/amyloglucosidase has been reduced to 4 hours, in-line with ileostomy transit time and the levels of
pancreatic α-amylase and amyloglucosidase have been increased to ensure that the values determined for
various resistant starch samples are in line with known values from ileostomy studies.
This RINTDF method has been subjected to interlaboratory evaluation under the auspices of AOAC Int. and
ICC. The study involved 13 laboratories word-wide and 16 samples (8 blind duplicates) were analysed. The
dietary fiber content of the 8 test pairs ranged from 6.79 to 60.6%. TDF was calculated as the sum of high
molecular weight dietary fiber [HMWDF (IDF + SDFP)] and SDFS. The within laboratory variability (sr) ranged
from 0.29 to 0.74 and the between laboratory variability (sR) ranged from 0.57 to 4.67. The within
laboratory relative variability (RSDr) ranged from 1.22 to 6.34% and the between laboratory relative
variability (RSDR) ranged from 2.64 to 13.38%. This level and range of variability is similar to values obtained
with other dietary fiber methods. On the basis of these results, the method has been adopted as AOAC
Method 2017.16 and ICC Standard No. 185.
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The worldwide market value of medicinal mushrooms has grown in value from $6 billion in 1999 to $18
billion in 2014. The primary active medicinal compound in mushrooms is β-glucan. Mushroom β-glucans
primarily consist of a (1-3)-β-linked main chain with single D-glucosyl residues linked (1-6)-β- to every third
D-glucosyl residue in the main chain. Other structures containing (1-3)- and (1-6)-β-linkages are also
present. Complete enzymic hydrolysis of mushroom β-glucan has not yet been achieved, however β-glucan
can be specifically measured in mushroom products by difference. Total glucan (α- plus β-) is measured by
complete hydrolysis of all glucan to glucose with dilute acid with subsequent glucose determination. In
parallel, α-glucan (starch, phytoglycogen) in the sample is measured by specifically hydrolysing this glucan
with α-amylase plus amyloglucosidase to glucose, with measurement of glucose. β-Glucan is determined by
difference (total glucan minus α-glucan).
A sample set composed of a variety of natural mushroom fruiting bodies from NAMMEX (North American
Medicinal Mushroom Extracts, British Columbia, Canada) and a range of commercial mushroom products in
capsule form were analysed using the developed methodology. The natural mushroom samples contained
very little α-glucan (0.1 – 3.4%) and high levels of β-glucan (from 7 to 64%). In contrast, the mushroom
capsules generally contained 24-83% α-glucan and in several cases as little as 1-4% β-glucan. β-Glucan
products can be prepared from fruiting bodies of mushroom but are often isolated from fungal mycelium
growing on sterilized cereal grain such as brown rice, sorghum, oats, millet or wheat. Once the grain is fully
colonized, the complete mass is cut into layers and dried in a dehydrator and then ground to a powder.
Clearly, the high levels of α-glucan (starch) in the final product is derived mainly from the grain on which the
mycelium was grown.
Figure caption: A) Shiitake (Lentinula edodes), B) Reishi (Ganoderma lucidum), C) Lion’s mane (Hericium
erinaceus) and D) Turkey tail (Trametes versicolor).
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ABSTRACT
Poultry represents 30% of Kenya’s Agricultural GDP which accounts for about 25% of overall GDP. Kenyan
poultry population is estimated at about 42.4 million birds according to (FAO, 2014). Indigenous chicken (IC)
accounts for 75% of this overall poultry population whereas broiler contributes 22%. Though only scanty
reports exist in Kenya about the specific causes of food borne illnesses, the available data already points to
a serious food borne disease burden due to the contamination of foods by a number of pathogens. Limited
work has been done to establish microbial quality based on DNA sequencing of these micro-organisms at
different nodes of the value chain and from the different ecotype clusters of indigenous chicken in Kenya.
This study was conducted to evaluate microbial ecology of three different ecotypes of indigenous chicken
from three different body parts (breast, thigh and caecum) and compared that of the broiler. It has also
revealed the different taxonomic classifications of microbial communities at different nodes of IC value
chain and the diversity metric measurements within samples and between different samples. Indigenous
chicken microbiome consists of novel bacteria that can be associated with improved health, better
performance, antagonism to pathogenic microbes, and improved food intake. The node of value chain, IC
ecotype and part of chicken does not significantly determine microbiome abundance. However, there is a
marked difference in microbial abundance and diversity between the broiler and indigenous chicken.
Microbiome of IC (Naivasha and Kakamega, are clustered together) while that from Taita clusters closer to
the broiler microbiome. No strains of pathogenic bacteria were identified in the samples and this may
suggest that CCP at farm should potentially be set to address other hazards other than microbial.
Indigenous chicken are rich in microbial communities and most of them are beneficial. Through HT-NGS
technologies some bacteria that have never been cultured were identified including: TM7 and Prevotella.
The huge abundance of Prevotella especially in Kakamega ecotype indicates these chickens’ gut adaptation
to utilizing plant based material which are a regular part of these chickens’ diet under free range system and
few mixed systems.
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This study was carried out to determine the presence of aflatoxin in refined and unrefined vegetable oils,
extract and quantify the aflatoxin using High Performance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC). Ten refined and
five unrefined vegetable oils of the same batch were purchased from open markets and vegetable oil
factoriesrespectively and screened for aflatoxin. Corn oil, Coconut oil, Soya oil, Palm kernel oil, Palm oil and
Groundnut oil had the following aflatoxin concentrations respectively; 157 ng/kg, 49 ng/kg, 28 ng/kg, 9
ng/kg, 5 ng/kg and 4 ng/kg while the other four refined oils had no detectable aflatoxin. Comparing the
rate at which the toxin (aflatoxin) travel from unrefined oil to refined oil. Unrefined Corn oil, Coconut oil,
Soya oil, Palm kernel oil, palm oil and Groundnut oil of the same batch had the following aflatoxin
concentrations respectively ;242 ng/kg, 102ng/kg, 67 ng/kg, 21 ng/kg, 9 ng/kg, and 10 ng/kg. The result
indicated that unrefined vegetable oil had more aflatoxin load than refined oil. Low level of aflatoxin in the
refined oil which is at permissible level according to European Commission is as a result of bleaching which
allow for the loss of carotenoid which is responsible for reduction in aflatoxin load. It therefore implies
refinery process reduces aflatoxin and this adds advantages to the vegetable oil refineries and to the
consumers.
Keywords: Refined oil, Aflatoxins, High-performance liquid chromatography, Toxin
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Household and industrial heat treatment performs a number of important functions in food preparation;
improving its digestibility, ensuring microbiolocal safety and developing flavour and taste. While these kinds
of processes are an integral part of food production, recent research on neoformed contaminants (NFCs), a
range of compounds produced during excessive heat treatment, paints a worrying picture of their wider
health effects. Among several NFCs described in literature, acrylamide (AA), furan and Heterocyclic Amines.
In this sense, High levels of AA – an NFC present in staple foods like potatoes, breakfast cereals and even
infant formulas – have been linked to a potential increased risk of cancer, while research into Heterocyclic
Amines suggests that high doses may have a carcinogenic impact.
These compounds are not external to the process but are formed naturally during thermal processing of
foods through the complex set of chemical reactions taking place. While these findings are yet to be
precisely quantified in humans, a growing weight of scientific evidence suggests some NFCs may have a
negative effect on health, making understanding the mechanisms behind their formation in heat-treated
food a real research priority. Since NFCs are generated in higher or less degree by Maillard Reaction (MR)
and simultaneously MR is the also responsible of the development of the attractive sensory attributes in
these king of high heat processed foods, it is hypothesized that NFC formation could be mitigated by
removing NFC precursors from raw foods to be heated.
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Dr. Prakash’s Scientific Contribution in the area of Food Science, Food Technology, Chemistry and
Biochemistry of Foods, Food Biotechnology, Nutraceuticals, Food Safety and Nutrition is vast and in depth
with new Innovations and Technologies in the foreground. Dr. Prakash has as of date 210 peer reviewed
research publications, 55 Patents Filed, nearly 50 Ph.D. degrees (some are Masters) guided and 774 plus
Keynote, Chief Guest and Convocation addresses delivered and is the author of 12 Books and 9 more Books
are in pipeline.

The role of Information Technology today has revolutionized the world in connecting the unconnected and
perhaps has paved way for boundary less travel of science beyond one can think of. The translational Food
Science and Technology with the power of fundamental chemistry remain as the basis when we address
harmonizing regulatory matters crossing society, culture, people and traditional distilled wisdom. Such an
integrated approach with science based evidence of regulations has to be achieved and must ensure a
global harmonization from Farm to Folk and from Pediatrics to Geriatrics using the basis of chemistry as the
pivotal point and anchor. This new wave of asking the question how can there be different regulations with
each one of them emerging from the same science based approach ??
This will be discussed in depth for bringing about a new wave of thinking for Global Harmonization Initiative
(GHI) to address itself the multiple agenda in the Congress to bring in the distilled wisdom for unification of
regulatory policies globally. The pathway for GHI in future will be this main agenda to tackle, to convince, to
rewrite, to reunite and to bring in a new thinking process beyond CODEX and beyond many regulatory
bodies in the translational science of harmonization based on science and chemistry base evidence of
regulations for a Safe Food for all.
~0~
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Introduction: Food mishandling is more common in some consumer groups than in others. University
students are an important target group as they are most likely to engage in risky food handling practices
making them susceptible to food borne illness
Aims and objectives: The objectives of this study were to assess the self-reported food safety knowledge,
attitude and practices of university students from various field of study and to assess relationship between
course of study and food safety awareness.
Methodology: Respondents were undergraduate students of different food related departments and nonfood related departments at the Federal University of Agriculture, Abeokuta. Socio-demographic
characteristics and food safety knowledge, attitudes and practices were obtained from 1400 students using
self-administered questionnaire.
Results: Majority (55.7%) of the respondents were female between the ages of 19 and 22 years (49.1%).
Many of the respondents (51.4%) always cook their meals, 24% were not aware that keeping cooked food
and raw food together causes food-borne illnesses and 73.7% believed that contaminated food always have
some change in color and taste. Irrespective of course of study, majority of the respondent (90.6%) are
aware that preparation of food disregarding hygiene rules can cause food-borne illnesses and 43.0%
obtained food safety information from their university studies. Mean food safety knowledge, attitude and
practices scores were significantly (p<0.05) higher for students studying food related courses (Table 1).
Conclusion: An educational background relevant to food safety was a significant predictor of responding
accurately to a wide range of study questions. Universities can play a role in food safety education and there

is need for educational initiatives tailored to develop the food safety knowledge, attitude and practices of
young Nigerian students.
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Nutrition and health claims (NHC) are used on food packaging to help consumers make healthier choices at
the point of sale. In absence of stringent standards and regulations, those claims could be sometimes
misleading. The NHC status in Lebanon was investigated. The case of pre-packed bread was selected to
focus on locally manufactured foods.
Bread samples (n=354) from all the bakeries located in Mount Lebanon, between 2017 and 2018, were
assessed. Breads with nutrition claims were analyzed using standard methods. A cross-sectional study was
also conducted among 400 supermarket shoppers.
Of the bread samples, 59.6% carried at least a claim, 47.2% had non-nutrient claims, 32.5% had nutrition
claims and 15.3% presented health claims. Claims related to sugar, salt and fiber content were the most
commonly used (28.8%, 16.4% and 14.7%, respectively). Breads with claims were significantly more
expensive. Various misleading and missing information were reported.
Overall, 83.5% of the Lebanese consumers thought that it is important to mention NHC on bread. Half of the
participants relied on NHC whenever purchasing bread especially those suffering from hypertensive and
kidney disease (p=0.013 and 0.01, respectively). Bread with claims were perceived healthy (78.5%), safe
(72.2%), attractive (71.2%) and 70.9% agreed that bread with claims helps in maintaining a healthier
lifestyle. More than half (56.2%) are ready to accept a poor taste if bread is bearing a claim. On the other
hand, only 29.5% trust those claims and the majority believes that claims are exaggerated (68.8%), not
controlled (65.5%) and misleading (53.8%). Males (48.6%) and participants following a specific diet (43.8%)
are the most skeptical (p = 0.042 and 0.017, respectively).
While high level of consumers’ exposure to NHC may be perceived beneficial due to their role in facilitating
healthy food choices, consumers with health conditions could be particularly at risk from misleading ones.
The overall findings highlight the need to control strictly NHC use and educate the Lebanese consumers to
smartly use and judge food labels.
Acknowledgment: This project has been funded with support from the National Council for Scientific
Research in Lebanon (CNRS-L).
Keywords: Nutrition claims; Health claims; Nutrition information; Label; Bread.
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In 2018, Purabi completed a series of four short indie multilingual documentary films and a debut feature
length film highlighting the implications of oil-palm vis-à-vis shifting cultivation; women’s forest land tenure
rights; impacts of extractive industries on local communities (See www.landingtogether.weebly.com). Recent
scientific publications include a Special Issue on Latin American women’s forest and land tenure (2017); a
Special Issue on marginalised communities and climate vulnerability (2017) and an edited volume about
Dryland Forests (2016), co-edited a volume titled (in Spanish) Género y Energía (2018).
Background
The topic Food Safety vs Food Security demands better understanding not just conceptually, but in its
implementation. I will debate in this paper why food safety should be integral part of the food security,
particularly in the context of food aid, and right to food schemes in developing countries like India. By 2050,
the global population is expected to reach about nine billion. It suggests that demand for food production
will increase so would the need to maintain sustainability aspect. In this context, it means that food safety
should become an enabler and not inhibitor to meet the global food security.
Scope and approach
This research paper will highlight how safety is integral of food and nutrition security, and how
government's approach to 'right to food' among other developments and trends related to food security will
impact the food safety of marginal communities in developing countries.
Method
I will use primary and secondary data of right to food and incidences of lack of food safety that hurts the
vulnerable groups, particularly children of indigenous peoples.
Key findings and conclusions
Food safety is part and parcel of food and nutrition security. Yet, the standards of food safety is not met in
the food chain from production to delivering, particularly for the marginal section. Government of India has
special food and nutrition security programmes for those belonging to following categories: Antyodyaya
Anna Yojna (AAY), Midday Meal Scheme, Emergency Feeding Programme, Annapurna Scheme, which
supports food security of vulnerable groups, but much of the food safety aspects are overlooked. Food
security is NOT just a condition related to the supply of food, and individuals’ access to it, but should be safe
as well, as referred in the World Food Summit (1996).

Overcoming the challenges and hurdle of implementing food safety is the key priority for food and nutrition
security.
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In the risk assessment paradigm of the World Health Organization (WHO) and the Food and Agriculture
Organization of the United Nations (FAO), the health-based guidance level of a chemical (usually the
Acceptable Daily Intake or the Provisional Tolerable Intake) is compared with the estimated or projected
amount of that chemical consumed in diets of average and high consumers. The amount of a chemical
consumed is derived from an exposure assessment, which is based the product of the concentration of a
chemical in a food times the amount of that food consumed. If a chemical is in multiple foods, the exposure
is summed over the individual concentrations and consumption amounts. Therefore, food consumption
data is an essential element in the risk assessment process because without it, exposure cannot be
accurately estimated. At the international level, food consumption data presented a particular problem
because the types and amounts of food consumed by populations around the world varies enormously. At
the same time, only a few countries have carried out detailed consumption surveys to ascertain the types of
foods and amounts that are consumed by their people. Fortunately, the FAO has been collecting data from
countries on raw agricultural commodities, including meat, poultry, fish and certain semi-processed
commodities, for many years as a tool for agricultural management. Using this extensive database, a cluster
analysis was conducted by FAO/WHO/UNEP GEMS/Food which grouped together countries with similar
diets into various GEMS/Food Consumption Cluster Diets. These diets are used by the Joint FAO/WHO
Expert Committee on Food Additives (JECFA) and the Joint FAO/WHO Meeting on Pesticide Residues (JMPR)
to conduct exposure assessments to assure the safety of maximum levels proposed for adoption by the
Codex Alimentarius Commission. The presentation will provide an overview of the GEMS/Food
Consumption Cluster Diets and also touch on how the human diet is relevant for humanity's past, present
and future development.
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While biological hazards are often considered the most serious food safety problem, chemicals in food pose
significant threats to public health and are major impediments to international trade. Every chemical is
harmful to health if the dose is sufficient (Paracelsus Principle) and this includes all natural and man-made
chemical contaminants as well as all direct and indirect food additives and residues of pesticides and animal
drugs used in food production. In addition, the lack of certain types of chemicals in the diet, e.g.
micronutrients, can also pose risks to health. Literally thousands of chemicals possess toxicities that can
pose both acute and chronic risks to health if their presence in food is not controlled. Toxic chemicals in
food have caused major outbreaks of disease resulting in acute poisonings (e.g. pesticides), birth defects
(e.g. dioxins), intelligence deficits (e.g. lead and methylmercury), cancer (e.g. aflatoxins) and organ failures
(e.g. melamine). At low levels, these chemicals are not detectable by sight, smell or taste. Furthermore,
exposure is often due to multiple foods in the diet. To protect consumers from such risks, public health
authorities are conducting total diet studies to determine whether dietary exposure of a chemical
approaches or exceeds its health-based reference value, such as an Acceptable Daily Intake (ADI) or
Provisional Tolerable Weekly Intake (PTWI). The World Health Organization has recommended that
countries conduct total diet studies as the most cost-effective method for assuring that chemicals in the diet
do not pose unacceptable risks. The presentation will explain what total diet studies are and why they are
important.
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Zearalenone (ZEN) and ochratoxin A (OTA) are the key concerns of the food industry for its toxicity and
pollution scope. In this study, effects of ozone and electron beam irradiation (EBI) on degradation of ZEN
and OTA were investigated. Results demonstrated that 2 mL of 50 μg/mL ZEN was degraded completely
after 10 s of treatment by 2.0 mg/L ozone. The degradation rate of 1 μg/mL ZEN by 16 kGy EBI was 92.76%.
Methanol was superior to acetonitrile for degradation of ZEN. The degradation rate of 2 mL of 5 μg/mL OTA
by 50 mg/L ozone at 180 s was 34% and of 1 μg/mL OTA by 16 kGy EBI exceeded 90%. Moreover, OTA
degraded more rapidly in acetonitrile. Ozone performed better in the degradation of ZEN, whereas EBI was
better for OTA. The conclusions provided theoretical references and practical basis for the degradation of
different fungal toxins. This research was ﬁnancially supported by the National Natural Science Foundation
of China (31501579), China Agriculture Research System (CARS-02-32), Jiangsu Agriculture Science and
Technology Innovation Fund [CX(17)1003], Zhejiang Food and Drug Administration Science and Technology
Projects of 2018 Annual (201802, 201811), Special Fund for Grain-Scientiﬁc Research in the Public Interest
of China (201513006), National Key Research and Development Program of China (2017YFD0401200,
2017YFD0401100), International S&T Cooperation Program of China (ISTCP) (2015DFA30540).
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Introduction
Many fruits and vegetables contain L-ascorbic acid, an important nutrient that exerts an antioxidant effect
on the human body. As L-ascorbic acid is unstable and easily affected by temperature and enzymes, it is also
frequently used to evaluate fruit and vegetable quality. High-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) is
able to quantitate L-ascorbic acid content with high accuracy. However, absolute quantitation of high Lascorbic acid concentrations in fruits and vegetables may be achieved using titration and colorimetric
analysis methods. Of these, the α, α’-dipyridyl colorimetric method is the simplest and most rapid. It relies
on the color change resulting from reduction of iron, and is often used for quantitation of plasma L-ascorbic
acid. Nonetheless, this method is also applicable to quantitation of L-ascorbic acid in fruits and vegetables,
provided that produce-endogenous reducing agents do not act on L-ascorbic acid.
Purpose
We have evaluated the validity of the α, α’-dipyridyl method for quantitation of L-ascorbic acid in
persimmon, orange, ponkan orange, yuzu, and kiwi fruit, as these fruits are known to contain relatively high
levels of L-ascorbic acid.
Methods
First, we investigated linearity, precision, and accuracy of a standard curve generated using the α, α’dipyridyl method to quantitate L-ascorbic acid in reference solutions of known concentration. We used a
microplate reader and wavelength 520 nm. Next, we compared the standard curve α, α’-dipyridyl method
with a standard addition method for L-ascorbic acid quantitation in the fruits of interest.
Results
The standard curve exhibited high linearity within an L-ascorbic acid concentration range of 0-50 mg/L. In
addition, for the 20 mg/L L-ascorbic acid standard solution, precision and accuracy of this method were 1.4
% and 0.57 %, respectively. Our study demonstrated for the first time that no significant difference in
average or parallelism exists between the standard curve α, α’-dipyridyl method and the standard addition
method within an L-ascorbic acid concentration range of 0-20 mg/L (p>0.05).
Conclusions
The α, α’-dipyridyl method is appropriate for quantitation of L-ascorbic acid in the fruits investigated during
the present study.
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English has established itself almost effortlessly as the language of international science. There are many
objective reasons why English is preferred as an easier way into world-class science and research. According
to some language education providers, English is spoken by about 20% of the world’s population. Naturally,
a huge chunk of the communication about science also happens in English in the strive to reach wider
audiences.
And yet, in this case too, less might be indeed more, as aiming to reach more compact and uniform
audience would allow to tailor the message more efficiently to achieve the communication goal originally
set. While 1,5 billion English speakers is certainly an audience to be considered, it must be pointed out that
the majority of these people are non-native speakers which only complicates the communication, having to
also follow regional and cultural complexity of the psyche of the target audience.
Thus, English might not be Holy Grail of science communication and outreach. It is especially useless when
considering the people in most dire need of trustworthy science and fact-based information. Populations at
risk of marginalisation also run the risks of succumbing to pseudoscientific practices and believes, due to the
lack of (often) sufficient education and access to understandable fact-based information in their native
tongue. Hence, several news reports and activities focus on the importance of using native and local
tongues for science communication and the recently established group for harmonisation of the science
communication at GHI is no exception. In this talk, we will introduce the concept behind the working group
at the backdrop of establishing the extensive untapped potential for successful science outreach in
languages other than English.
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Introduction: Live bird markets (LBM) are street food operations that slaughter, dress and trade live or
dressed poultry on demand. Significant challenges affecting LBMs are poor hygienic practices and
inappropriate use of antimicrobials. Here, we provide data on microbiological hazards from LBM operations
and chicken meat from supermarkets and cottage farms, and evidence of multidrug resistant (MDR)
Salmonella from informal poultry operations.
Methods: Samples (148) comprising of 60 broiler carcasses from LBM, supermarkets and cottage farms, and
33 bench-top swabs, 33 fecal samples and 22 rinse water samples from LBMs were assessed for Aerobic
Plate Count (APC), Staphylococcus aureus, E. coli and prevalence of Salmonella and Campylobacter.
Presumptive Salmonella and Campylobacter were confirmed with Oxoid Microbact. AMR against 14
antibiotics was determined using disc diffusion assay and EUCAST breakpoints.
Results: Mean APC, S. aureus and E. coli counts were 8.5, 5.8 and 3.8 Log CFU/g for LBM, 6.4, 2.1 and 0.9
Log CFU/g for supermarkets and 6.1, 3.9 and 5.2 Log CFU/g for cottage farms respectively. Microbial counts
on chicken carcasses for LBM were significantly higher (P>0.05) compared to supermarkets and cottage
farms. Salmonella and Campylobacter were present at a prevalence of 61% and 18% respectively on chicken
carcasses, 77% and 10% respectively from rinse water, 81% and 20% respectively from fecal matter and 5%
and 0% on bench surfaces. At the LBMs alone, 77% and 13% of carcasses were positive for Salmonella and
Campylobacter respectively. Multidrug resistance (MDR) to 3-6 classes of antimicrobials occurred in 88% of
the Salmonella isolates. All Salmonella isolates were resistant to at least one antimicrobial and sensitive to
tigecycline.
Conclusion: The high prevalence of MDR Salmonella in fecal matter, rinse water and on chicken carcasses
suggest cross-contamination onto skin of carcasses during processing, and raises concern for public health.
Implementation of hygienic Standard Operating Procedures, good hygienic practices and HACCP, alongside

thorough and repeated training and consumer awareness, could significantly reduce the risk of transmission
of microbiological hazards through chicken handling and consumption.
The project was funded by International Foundation for Science.
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Regulatory obligations are generally neglected by food scientists and if not neglected, those regulatory
obligations are seen as constraints and unacceptable hurdles by those food scientists in charge of new food
product development.
Regulations are also often seen as barriers to innovation even if regulations are essentially there to protect
the consumer. Therefore, to avoid regulatory provisions become constraints, they must be considered at
the very early stage of the food innovation process, also because registrations or authorizations will take
time.
Examples of regulatory procedures will be given for a novel food ingredient or a novel food claim.
Indeed, a deep understanding of the regulatory environment may also allow to define novel fields of
innovation and creativity and there are excellent examples:
reformulation,
labelling and claims,
novel ingredients, etc.
which respond to consumer needs.
Several examples will be given, based on the current regulatory environment.
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Ohmic heating is an emerging thermal processing technology in which a food product is heated by supplying
alternating current directly through it. In this study, grape juice was pasteurized at different voltage
gradients (10, 20, 30 and 40 V/cm) from 20°C to temperatures of 55°C, 65°C, 75°C and 85°C for holding time
1, 3 and 5 min. Pasteurized juice samples were stored for 21 days at the refrigerated condition. System
performance coefficient (SPC) of the ohmic heating system and the microbial property of grape juice in
terms of total plate count, mold count and yeast count was evaluated. It was observed that the
temperature and heating rate of grape juice increased linearly with the voltage gradient. Total plate count,
mold count and yeast count of grape juice greatly decreased with increase in voltage gradient, heating
temperature and holding time (Fig. 1). The microbial cells were destroyed due to electroporation which
leads to pore-formation in the membrane and changes in cell permeability. After the storage period,
microbial counts were found to be under the safe limit in the juice samples treated at 30 V/cm:85°C:5 min
(Fig. 1). SPC of the ohmic heating system was found in the range of 0.57-0.99. For effective pasteurization of
juice at 85°C using 30 V/cm, SPC was 0.73, which was commendable. It is concluded that ohmic heating
technology might be effectively used to pasteurize fruit juices with short processing time and it depends on
applied voltage gradient, heating temperature and holding time. It is a pollution-free and high energyefficient technology.
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Hafnia alvei is an opportunistic pathogen belonging to the Enterbacteriaceae family. It is a Gram-negative
and common food contaminant bacteria isolated from vacuum-packed dairy, meat, and fish products
commonly. In recent years, we get 8 strains of Hafnia alvei from shrimp paste, fish sauce, fish and instant
seafood during aquatic products research. The increasing detected opportunities of Hafnia alvei may be
related to a large number of aquaculture. So we did further research on Hafnia alvei.
Hafnia alvei has a fast growth rate and strong biofilm ability. The growth curves under different
temperatures, biofilm characteristics, salt tolerance, antibiotic resistance (17 antibiotics), corruption
characteristic and other biological characteristics were researched. They can grow at 4 temperature and
cause spoilage of aquatic products during the low temperature storage. The results showed that the salt
tolerance of Hafnia alvei could reach 4%-6%. These bacteria were resistant to 17 antibiotics in varying
degrees, especially spectamycin, sulfonamides, ampicillin sodium. They can make the TVB-N values of
relative products reach 20-50mg/100g in the artificial inoculation experiment.
In this paper, the sulﬁde ﬂavors compounds were used to inhibition of Hafnia alvei as spoilage bacteria in
aquatic products. Diallyl disulﬁde (DADS) and methyl 2-methyl-3-furyl disulﬁde (MMFDS) at 1/4 MIC
concentration inhibited the swarming ability of Hafnia alvei by 73.50% and 76.43% respectively, also
completely inhibited the formation of bioﬁlm, while having virtually no effect on cell growth. The sulﬁde
ﬂavors in food processing can enhance aroma and prevent food spoilage.
References
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This paper focused on the inhibitory effects of cell-free supernatant obtained from Lactobacillus strains MRS
culture, which were isolated from intestinal tract of marine fish, on the food-borne spoilage bacteria, and
determined the nature of the main antibacterial substances. Sixteen bacillus strains isolated and preliminary
predicated as Lactobacillus bacteria due to their catalase negative and gram-positive. The antagonistic
effect of the 16 strains was determined via Oxford cup agar diffusion method by using Escherichia coli as the
indicator bacteria, and the results showed that the strains S2-4 S2-6 Y3-1 H2-4 B2-4 and B2-10
exhibited high antagonistic activity and the inhibitory zone diameters of E. coli were 13.73mm 14.77mm,
13.71mm, 12.84mm, 13.63mm and 13.65mm, respectively. The further antagonistic assays showed that the
strains S2-4 S2-6 Y3-1 H2-4 B2-4 and B2-10 showed antimicrobial activities in different degrees
against Salmonella Staphylococcus aureus, Listeria monocytogenes, Vibrio parahemolyticus and Shigella
Castellani, and the inhibitory effects of S2-6 and Y3-1 were significantly higher than that of the rest strains.
The cell-free supernatant of the 6 strains were treated by adjusting pH to neutral, heated to 80 to destroy
H2O2, and deactivating proteins by neutral protease and pepsin and the results showed that antibacterial
substances would be acid and proteinous material. The strain B2-4, H2-4 and S2-4 were identified as
Lactobacillus sakei and the strain S2-6 and Y3-1 were identified as Lactobacillus plantarum by the analysis of
16S rDNA sequence.
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Malondialdehyde has been widely used as a marker to measure the extent of lipid oxidation. When
malondialdehyde is generated endogenously as a result of oxidative processes, it is considered to be a
potential causal agent of numerous human diseases, such as diabetes, etc. The interaction of proteins with
malondialdehyde has been shown to generate various potential toxic adducts and to cause protein crosslinking. Moreover, malondialdehyde is prone to aldol self-condensation and hydrolytic cleavage leading to
the formation of a dimer and oligomers, and acetaldehyde respectively.
The reactivity of malondialdehyde during the digestion process has scarcely been studied.
In this study, the influence of digestion on malondialdehyde, its cleavage products, and aldol selfcondensation products in fully hydrogenated coconut oil-in-water emulsions stabilized by Tween 20 was
evaluated, using an in vitro gastrointestinal digestion method. Initially, the behavior of malondialdehyde in
aqueous buffer, saturated oil and Tween 20 stabilized oil-in-water emulsions, after 24h incubation at 4 and
40°C was elucidated. After incubation, these model systems were subjected to digestion whereby the
amount of free malondialdehyde was examined. Furthermore, the concentration of acetaldehyde was
determined in order to assess the dominant reaction pathway of malondialdehyde.
The recoveries of malondialdehyde before digestion were compared after incubation at 4 and 40°C. At both
temperatures, the reactivity of malondialdehyde in aqueous buffer was the same. Surprisingly,
malondialdehyde was very reactive in saturated oil. However the degradation in oil proved to be strongly
temperature dependent which mainly affected the aldol self-condensation of malondialdehyde. The
reactivity of malondialdehyde in emulsions also depended on the temperature which influenced the
partitioning of malondialdehyde in both phases of the emulsion. Nevertheless at both temperatures, the
aldol self-condensation was the dominant reaction in emulsions. However during digestion, the free
malondialdehyde content altered depending on the degree of hydrolytic cleavage and aldol selfcondensation of malondialdehyde before digestion.
In conclusion, this study revealed that malondialdehyde is a very reactive molecule whose reactivity does
not stop at the point of ingestion. Consequently, the exposure of malondialdehyde to the human body
cannot be estimated based on the determination of free malondialdehyde in foods.
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Food irradiation is a physical method for food treatment comparable to food processing by heating or
freezing. Processing of food with low levels of radiation has the potential to contribute to reducing both
spoilage of food during storage and the high incidence of food-borne diseases. The process involves
intentionally exposed food, either prepackaged or in bulk, to gamma rays, X-rays or electrons. Different
doses of gamma radiation can be used for different purposes in food preservation. At present, the dose of
radiation recommended by the FAO/WHO Codex Alimentarius Commission must not exceed 10 kGy, at
which irradiated food is considered safe for human consumption. This is actually a very small amount of
energy equal to the amount of heat required to raise the temperature of 1 l of water by only 2.4 ⁰C. Food
processing by irradiation can solve specific problems of food losses and could complement other
established technologies, in improving the quality and wholesomeness of food as well as well as in
expanding trade in certain foods and agricultural products.
There is a substantial amount of high quality scientific data that attests to the safety of foods and foodstuffs
subjected to ionizing radiation. In this lecture the effects of gamma irradiation on the physicochemical
properties of food will be described. Convinced that research and education are key to promoting
understanding of the benefits that radiation can provide, our latest scientific results of irradiation of some
foods will be presented as well as current irradiation applications for food preservation and conservation in
Croatia.
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Food-borne salmonellosis is one of the most relevant sources of Salmonella outbreaks with a high impact on
human health. Among other sources, animal origin products, in particular, contaminated chicken meat have
been considered as one of the main vehicles of Salmonella infection [1]. According to the National Center
for Disease Control of Armenia, more than 350 annual cases of salmonellosis were estimated, which were
associated with a large number of hospitalizations. Moreover, as in recent years there is a tendency of
increasing the consumption of chicken meat in Armenians’ diet, new problems might arise regarding
salmonellosis.
Therefore, this study aimed to determine the presence of Salmonella spp. in broiler chicken meat sold in
retail markets of Yerevan.
In the frame of this research, 7 locally produced and 9 imported (3 samples per each) frozen raw broiler
meat were collected from local retailers then treated and tested according to GOST R 50455-92 standard
[2]. The obtained results showed the presence of Salmonella spp. only in one sample of locally produced
raw broiler meat. Among the imported samples (from Russia, Brazil, and Ukraine), only in one chicken meat
sample (imported from Russia), the Salmonella spp. was detected. It should be mentioned, that in the
territory of the Eurasian Economic Union, the import of chicken meat from Russia to Armenia can be
implemented based on the declarations of conformity and without additional testing. Meanwhile, the
obtained results underline the need for microbiological surveillance testing.
Overall, the presence of Salmonella spp. in both imported and locally produced chicken meat, showed
possibilities of cross-contamination in various sources either in a processing plant or until storage at retails
level. Appropriate hygiene practices and cooking methods prior to consuming should be taken in order to
ensure chicken meat safety before ingestion.
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In the state of Minas Gerais (Brazil) there are approximately 30 thousand producers of artisanal cheese. The
production of this cheese, called "Minas", is associated with a very important economic factor, since many
family farmers have such a cheese as the main source of their income. However, this process is empirical
and requires standardization of the product in order to attest cheese its quality and safety. In this work it is
utilized a scientific-molecular technique of protein analysis to monitor the degree of casein hydrolysis. The
aim of this work was to offer a strategy for the molecular analysis of polypeptide chains in artisanal cheeses.
For the technical analysis of proteins, the well-established electrophoresis method (TRIS / TRICIN) was used
for concomitant protein and peptide determinations, being simpler than many chromatographic methods.
Regarding the obtained protein extract, the association of lyophilization with solubilization of the dried
sample with a buffer was applied. This represents a new strategy for molecular protein analysis. The
method deals with the direct solubilization of lyophilized cheese in electrophoretic buffer followed by low
temperature submission to defat the material. Two mg of lyophilized cheese were solubilized in
electrophoretic buffer and submitted about 4h at -23°C. After centrifugation (5,000 rpm; 2 minutes) 30 μL
aliquot of the defatted cheese extract was applied on electrophoresis gel. The results revealed the integrity
of casein in the polyacrylamide gels observed after staining with Coomassie Blue. The clear image of
polyacrilamide gels permitted an excellent visualization of casein bands (α, β and K). From now on, this
analytical procedure can be used to detect molecular modifications of the protein profile resulting from
casein degradation. In this work, it was utilized cheese from three different producers (called 1, 2 and 3).
This proposed method can be recommended for the control of the whole process of cheese maturation due
to its facility in showing simultaneously in the polyacrylamide gel image, the three different caseins and the
low molecular weight peptides.
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Introduction
When foods are packaged in recycled paperboard, migration of many non-intentionally added substances
such as mineral oils can occur. This can be prevented by using a functional barrier. However, it is not always
clear how much protection such a barrier should provide. Certain components have a higher tendency to
migrate than others. Depending on their fat content, particle size or shelf life, certain types of foods may be
less sensitive to migration than others, so a weaker barrier may be appropriate. Gaining more knowledge on
migration to specific foods may provide valuable insights on these matters.
Purpose
The current research uses a simple test to monitor migration from spiked paperboard to foods by extracting
the paperboard, rather than the food itself. This allows evaluating the migration of surrogates too hard to
extract from matrices.
Methods
Virgin board was spiked with 9 surrogate components: 4 saturated hydrocarbons, 3 aromatic hydrocarbons
and one plasticizer. Samples were stored at 22°C, in tightly sealed bottles containing Tenax® (legal simulant)
or one of 9 different foods as receptor. After 2, 4, 10 and 16 weeks of storage, paperboard samples were
extracted by immersion in ethanol/hexane (1/1) to evaluate recovery of the surrogates. The non-recovered
fraction of surrogates is assumed to have migrated towards the receptors. This was validated by comparing
the recovery from paperboard in contact with Tenax® with the recovery from the Tenax® itself.
Results and discussion
The extent of migration of the surrogates was found to be related to their vapor pressure. Paperboard in
contact with wheat pasta showed high recovery, indicating low migration. Paperboard in contact with
starchy or particulate foods such as egg pasta, wheat flour and rice flower showed intermediate recovery.
Paperboard in contact with fatty foods such as biscuits and chocolate showed low recovery, indicating high
migration. These results show that the fat content affects the extent of migration more than the particle
size of the food. Migration to Tenax® was in some cases a strong overestimation of the migration to foods.
For these cases, a correction factor for using Tenax® as a simulant may be appropriate.
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Introduction
Currently, the European Commission is revising the Directive 84/500/EEC on ceramic food contact materials
(FCM) and will extend the scope of this directive with vitreous enameled articles and glassware. New
release limits for Pb and Cd as well as limits for other metals are being discussed. Ceramics are rather well
studied, on the contrary, little data exist on metal release from vitreous enameled cookware. Vitreous
enamelware consists of a metal substrate and an enamel coating (frit), this creates a very specific material.
The substrate can be composed of several metals and alloys with possible contaminants and impurities,
more specifically oxides of Ni, Co and Li are important components of the frit.
Purpose
The goal of this research is to collect data on metal release for enameled tableware and compare this to the
trends seen for ceramics. Can differences in release of metals from these types of FCM be detected? These
differences could have important consequences when setting (new) limits for Pb, Cd and other metals in the
Directive 84/500/EEC.
Methods
Samples (in quadruplicate) for enameled tableware were collected from the Belgian market. Migration was
performed according to Directive 84/500/EEC (4% Acetic acid, 24h, 22°C). Three consecutive migrations
were performed and compared. After migration, simulants were measured by ICP-MS/MS with a fully
validated method for 20 elements: Li, Be, Al, V, Cr, Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu, Zn, As, Se, Mo, Cd, Sn, Sb, Ba, Tl and
Pb.
Results
Preliminary results showed that for some elements differences can be seen between ceramic or enameled
tableware. Overall, ceramics have higher release in Ni, Cu and other elements depending on the coloring.
Enameled tableware seemed to have higher release of Li (3 - 40ppb), Al (0.1 - 6 ppm), Co (0.2 – 180 ppb)
and Ba (1 – 100 ppb), with Co and Li exceeding in some cases the existing limits of the Resolution for Metals
and Alloys (CM/Res(2013)9).
Conclusion
Release of trace elements from both materials showed different trends for some elements. This can have
important implications when setting limits in the revision of Directive 84/500/EEC, where enamelware will
be included.
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The health and safety of consumers is main concern of all stakeholders of the food chain and of
policymakers. A number of legislation to assure that foods are safe for the consumer are in place. Food
safety alerts are quicker and reach more efficiently the consumer. However, still too many foodborne
outbreaks occur and the consumer is far from being completely out of risk. To improve even more food
safety, more levels of prevention need to be added to the existing actions. The ethics of professionals of the
food chain, in particular of responsible for food operations, is a key issue to assure food safety and should
be considered as a new level of prevention.
Teaching food ethics in food science and technology degrees is essential to prepare adequately graduates
for the world of work, either building them with competence to critically evaluate when confronted with
unethical situations, but particularly to avoid their compliant behavior with unethical practices. Although
the academic community is aware of this need, the teaching of food ethics is not a common practice in food
science and technology curricula.
Food ethics teaching is a relatively new discipline when compared to teaching applied ethics on other
subjects, such as medicine and accounting. The literature in food ethics is scarce but abundant in these
subjects which use common methods. This presentation presents successful examples in the teaching of
ethics in other disciplines for the implementation of the teaching of food ethics, including the formulation of
objectives, identification of the content, and the illustration of teaching methods proven successful. An
overview of how the teaching of food ethics can be implemented in its different forms as a single course or
across the curriculum approach will also be given, as also examples of teaching methods and of evaluation.
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Introduction
Food-industry waste has received increased attention in recent years, particularly regarding point-of-sale
food expiry-dates and food waste caused by the end-consumer. Recent studies indicate that the ready
meals/chilled products sector generates up to 12% of total waste arising in the food and drink supply chain
(including packaging) (WRAP, 2016). Key causes of food-industry waste are reportedly attributed to
machinery performance problems, poor quality production, trimmings (process waste that is not reusable),
packaging, product disposals and market imposed reasons. Limited research has been undertaken in the
food-industry to quantify inefficiencies in food manufacturing and link with financial-implications.
Purpose
The purpose of this research was to investigate and quantify the causes of waste at point-of-production; the
study aimed to identify RTE manufacturing process inefficiencies with a quantifiable monetary value.
Methods
In-depth production/packing observational-audits (n=4) from weigh-up, through the process and at point of
packing, were undertaken in a RTE manufacturing business. Weight verifications (n=6578) for key
manufacturing process-control-points(PCPs) were identified and audited against specified weight and
tolerances to determine inefficiency/waste. Data analysis used industry standard statistical-processcontrols(SPC).
Results
Overall, data capture focused on the assembly process of the RTE product. Across the four production runs
at each PCP weight variability was determined and specified target weight/tolerances were not achieved.
Findings indicated the manufacturing depositors were not capable of delivering upper and lower
specification or control limits. Due to initial process-depositing weight variance, finished product weights
were inconsistent. On average 46.1% finished products were above target weight (61.0g->65.0g), 35.8%
were within the target weight range (59.0g–61.0g) and 18.1% were produced under target weight (59.0g-

<56.0g). The SPC demonstrated a process that was not capable of delivering process efficiency. The
monetary value of over-depositing by 23% above target tolerance consistently was verified to be £90,000.00
per-annum.
Conclusions
Observation-audits in this study highlighted excessive waste and over production. Findings also highlighted
the requirement for the need to effectively monitor weight as a PCP but ensure it is achievable. Substantial
financial-savings could be realized by achieving processing control and efficiency methods, consequently
improving business profitability.
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The aim of this study was to evaluate physical characteristics (test weight TW, 1000 grain weight TGW),
basic chemical composition (crude protein, starch, β-glucan) and the bioactive compounds (total phenolic
compounds, lignans, alkylresorcinols, macro and trace elements) of barley varieties – naked grain varieties
‘Kornelija’, breeding lines ‘ST 1185’ and ‘ST 1165’, and hulled grain variety ‘Ansis’, cultivated in the
conditions of organic and conventional management in Stende Research Centre, Institute of Agricultural
Resources and Economics (Latvia).
Several methods of chemical analysis were used for study: protein, starch and β-glucan contents were
determined by Infratec Analyser 1241; total content of phenols was determined colorimetrically by Folin –
Ciocalteu assay; high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC-MS/MS) was used for determination of
lignans; high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC-UV) was used for determination of alkylresorcinols;
Cd, Pb, Cr, Ni, and Al concentrations were determined by electrothermal atomic absorption spectrometry;
K, Na, Zn, Cu, Ca, Mg, Mn and Fe concentrations – by flame absorption spectrometry.
The highest TW, TGW, crude protein and β-glucan contents were determined in barley genotypes grown in
the conventional management if compared to the organic management conditions. The lignans,
alkylresorcinols and total phenolic compound concentration in barley genotypes did not differ significantly
depending on organic or conventional growing conditions. The highest macro and trace element
concentrations were in barley genotypes grown conventionally. Risk assessment regarding Cd, Pb, Cr, Ni, Cu
and Zn concentration in barley used for human consumption showed that concentrations of heavy elements
are low in all genotypes. The highest contribution of barley grain (presuming that 130 g of barley were
consumed daily) was 53, 43, 27-49 and 23% from values recommended by Latvian Ministry of Health for
Mn, Mg, Fe and Zn, respectively.

All varieties of hulled and naked barley grain were found to be good sources of protein, bioactive
compounds, macro and trace elements; variety ‘Kornelija’ exceeds others barley genotypes in protein and
micronutrient content.
The authors acknowledge financial support from the European Social Fund project No.
2013/0072/1DP/1.1.1.2.0/13/APIA/VIAA/032.
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Food regulators are constantly improving their understanding on the various forms and needs of regulatory
co-operations in food trade, aiming towards the ‘recognition of other systems’.
This evolution also resulted from the enhancement of national food control systems supported by the
guidelines of Codex Alimentarius Commission (CODEX). However, currently neither a harmonized
terminology is applied among different countries, nor the required guiding tools are in place to support the
establishment of such comprehensive regulatory collaboration. Consequently, trade negotiations are
sometimes limited to the ‘piloting’ of regulatory co-operations covering only few food sectors or even lead
to possible delays. Even though few regulatory mechanisms are available in the developed countries, for
example International Comparability Assessment Tool (ITAC) by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
or the Foreign Food Systems Recognition Framework by Canadian Food Inspection Agency (CFIA), further
capacity building initiatives are required for the application by competent authorities in developing
countries. Accordingly, there is a need to put clarity in the terminologies currently stipulated by
multinational agreements and applied by governments and international organizations in regulatory cooperations, particularly to ‘recognition of other systems’, along with the categorization of different
regulatory co-operations. It is also necessary to identify the required instruments based on former best
practices introduced by developed countries. As a result, it is noted that instead of the CODEX terminology,
namely ‘recognition of other systems’, developed countries use their own. In addition, it became evident
that required relevant international bodies, like the CODEX or the WTO’s SPS Committee, have to still
develop guidelines and principles to ensure proper food regulatory co-operation mechanisms through the
development of a harmonized assessment tool.
In addition, more research and collaboration among regulators are required to formulate an internationally
accepted instrument, embedding the principle of ‘recognition of other systems’ stated in the CODEX
Principles and Guidelines for National Food Control Systems (CAC/GL 82-2013) for the sake of creating
robust national food control systems. Through these efforts, competent authorities will have the required
know-how and tools to improve regulatory co-operations and better facilitate enhanced trade in food.
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Nanotechnologies have been widely applied in food processing, packaging and production. These products
may bring some benefits to consumer, as well as hazards to health of consumer and environment. As the
increased interest in food applying nanotechnology and concerns on the potential hazard of nano-scale
materials, guidance or regulation to assess potential risk of nanoparticles are necessary. Several guidance
and information on risk assessment and management of the application of nanotechnologies in the food
and its package will be introduced in this presentation.
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A number of challenges arise when analyzing foods for the presence of ENMs. In contrast to simple
matrices, food has a complex composition, is hetero-dispersed and may contain more than one type of
ENM. Besides nano-scale ingredients or additives, nano-scale contaminants from the environment or from
food contact materials may be present. When analyzing ENMs in foods, not only their particle-size
distributions are of interest, but also their chemical composition and their physical and chemical properties.
The choice of the detection method depends on the nanomaterial to be analyzed and the food matrix it is
incorporated in. All available techniques have their strengths and drawbacks and an extensive sample
preparation is in general needed. While developing detection methods for ENMs in foods, the following
problems have been identified. It is in general neither possible to distinguish between engineered and
natural occurring nanomaterials nor to determine the particle size distribution and the chemical
composition of a nanomaterial in a single analytical run. Moreover, several of the analytical techniques
available are destructive and therefore a certain sample cannot be analyzed by more than one technique. In
addition, the method-intrinsic size detection limit (Dmin) was determined to be significantly above 1 nm.
Thus, the size range between 1 and 100 nm is not fully covered by the analytical methods available.
Furthermore, it is impossible to quantify all particles of the same chemical identity from the nano to the
micro or mm range with the same system. Different methods may also result in different particle size
distributions or average particle sizes due to the different principles used for size determination. Last but
not least, sample preparation may lead to artefacts and the nature of the ENMs present in a food may
change over time. With the available techniques detection and quantification of an ENM in a food is feasible
when it is the only chemical identity in the nano-scale present or existing in excess with a particles size
between Dmin of the method applied and 100 nm. Quantification of unknown nanoparticles in real foods
will therefore be at least a challenge.
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Toxicological data to perform a hazard analysis are still lacking for the majority of nanoparticles. It is of most
concern that nanoparticles make, due to their minute scale, their way deeper into the human body, in ways
we do not understand, and producing impacts we have not yet realized and are perhaps currently unable to
detect. There are major gaps in knowledge with regard to the behavior, fate and effects of nano-sized
material via the gastro-intestinal route. Most concern exist over insoluble, indigestible and biopersistent
nano-particles. It is not known to what extend nano-sized materials bind to other food components,
agglomerate, or remain as free particles in the gastro-intestinal tract. As with other food components
interaction of nano-sized materials is very likely to change during passage through the gastro-intestinal
tract. Nano-sized material may also affect gut function or gut microflora. An important issue is whether the
nano-sized material is differently digested, absorbed and metabolized compared to its macro-scale
equivalent. If absorption and bioavailability of the nano-sized form is improved, there might be a need to
establish new accepted daily intakes for these materials in the nano-form. Furthermore, nano-sized
materials might facilitate uptake of other substances from the intestine. Last but not least only little
information on migration of nanoparticles from food packaging or surfaces used in food storage and
processing into food products or beverages is currently available. Since the toxicological properties of nanoparticles are dependent from many factors such as chemical composition, shape, surface chemistry, surface
charge, aggregation, it is at least a challenge to generalize about health risks associated with exposure to
nanomaterials. Therefore, each nanomaterial must be assessed individually and all material properties must
be taken into account in safety assessment. Applications of engineered nanomaterials in food and
beverages however, are very likely to involve the use of relatively small amounts of the nanomaterials and
only food-grade materials will be applied in foods and beverages.
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To prevent environmental white pollution, resource shortage, food safety and many other issues, the study
of edible film has been a new trend of packaging due to its characteristics of edibility and environmental
protection. Furthermore, edible film can be considered to replace traditional non-degradable petroleum
matrix materials because it has the barrier properties to control moisture migration, oxygen permeability,
fat oxidation, volatile matter loss and maintain food quality, extend shelf life. In addition to its water
resistance and antioxidation properties, whey protein also have favorable film-forming properties and can
be as a practical edible film matrix. However, some film-forming properties of whey protein are still not as
good as commercial plastic packaging films due to the inherent structure of the molecule.In this work,
disaccharides (sucrose and lactose), oligosaccharides (chitosan oligosaccharides and stachyose) and
polysaccharides (pullulan and soluble starch) were introduced to whey protein concentrate (WPC-80) to
prepare protein based composite films, respectively. Furthermore, the effects of different kinds of
carbohydrate on the film-forming conditions and properties of WPC were studied. Mechanical properties
including tensile strength (TS), elongation at break (EAB) following the ASTM D882-12 method. Water vapor
permeability (WVP) and oxygen permeability (OP) was determined using a gravimetric cup method. The film
thickness was measured by a micrometer at 5 points selected randomly for each film and the average value
was taken as the thickness of the film. Transmittance was accessed by measuring transmittance using an
UV-vis spectrophotometer. The film-forming properties of WPC-pullulan composite films are best in our
work.The film-forming properties of WPC-pullulan composite films are best in our work. TS and EAB of WPC
composite films were significantly increased by 48.8% and 141.5%. Furthermore, WVP and OP of WPC
composite films were reduced by 17.3% and 42.8%, respectively.The result showed that WPC composite
film treated with 2.0% (w/v) pullulan at 80 for 40min has an excellent comprehensive performance
compare with that of untreated WPC films.
This work was funded by National Key R&D Program of China (2018YFD0400703).
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In Chinese tradition, the lotus has been recognized as a symbol of a notable man since its leaves rise
immaculately clean from the mud. Nowadays, the lotus effect has been recognized as a result of
nanostructure and hydrophobic properties. Nano science and technology has been recognized as an
enabling technology that has the potential to revolutionize agriculture and food systems.
Currently, the altitudes of consumers on nano products are different depending upon regions. In Europe,
most of people are conservative. Asian people are more optimistic on the benefits of nano products. In
America, consumers are neutral to nano products. However, safety is an important issue to everybody
around the world. EFSA has revised the guidance on risk assessment of the application of nanoscience and
nanotechnologies in the food and feed chain in May 2018. Taiwan is the second country to issue a guidance
on the registration of nano food in December 2014. A restricted regulation tends to retard the
development of market and technology. Hopefully, more safety studies would dispel the clouds to let
consumers see the sun.
The nanostructures in natural edible materials including cellulose, starch, and muscle have been evidenced
to show their functionalities. It is currently difficult to prepare nano food via bottom-up method. Size
reduction of edible materials via top-down method has been shown to significantly alter the
physicochemical properties and to exhibit benefits of final products. For example, the preparation of whole
bean soy milk reduces significantly the waste and increases the contents of isoflavones. The size reduction
by physical forces could be an attractive method to treat edible materials for minimizing wastes and
enhancing functionalities.
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Peach (Prunus persica L.) is widely cultivated in subtropical regions and total world-wide production was
approximately 23 million tons in 2017. Due to their high moisture content, drying technologies are using to
prolong their shelf life. In this study, a custom-modified dryer was used. Six different drying treatments
were applied to peach puree with using methods of convective (60 °C), microwave (200 W) at pulse ratios
(PR=1 (Continuous), PR=1.5 (40 s ton / 20 s toff) and PR=2 (30 s ton / 30 s toff)) and combined convectivepulsed microwave (60 °C-200 W-PR=1.5 and 60 °C-200 W-PR=2). Drying effect on time, pH, brix, color and
microstructure (Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)) were analyzed. The results showed that the total time
required to reach the final moisture content was highest at “60 °C” with convective drying (220 min) and
lowest at “PR=1” with microwave drying (10 min). In accordance with the all drying experiments, the
maximum change of the pH and brix were determined by “60 °C-200 W-PR=2”. By comparison the total
color change (ΔE), being highest values were reached at “60 °C-200 W- PR=1.5”, whereas the lowest values
were achieved at “200 W-PR=2”. From the scanning electron micrographs, the samples applied by
microwave exhibited a collapsed structure compared to the sample dried by convective. Acknowledgments
This study was funded by the Research Foundation of Bursa Uludag University (Project No. OUAP(Z)2017/1).
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Goal: creating awareness at the audience that there is a need for a structured discussion on organizing the
future of the nutrition sciences.
Nutrition sciences is at a cross-road. Complex problems like ageing, migration, individualization, multimorbidity require different research questions, innovative concepts and reassessment of research methods.
With hypothesis testing studies, that is based on a reductionist molecular research model, nutrition sciences
have achieved a huge amount of knowledge on the physiological effects of individual nutrients leading to
the assumption that the effects of nutrition and individual foods, composed of macro- and micronutrients,
can be explained by the effects of the individual nutrients. Unfortunately, reality is relentless. The benefits
of nutrition interventions aiming at prevention of chronic diseases cannot be related to one single cause.
Results from studies conducted with the reductionist approach are more and more not supported by
observations that the consumption of foods, according to the reductionist approach composed of disease
risk increasing nutrients, are probably disease risk reducing.
In general, nutrition has a different perspective then the use of drugs. A medical intervention needs to
result into a measurable effect on an as short as possible time axis to achieve the desirable health level of
an unhealthy individual. Nutrition aims to maintain the health of an individual as long as possible, ultimately
for life time. The pharmacological model of double-blind placebo-controlled intervention studies as proof of
action needs to be reconsidered for the type of research questions addressed and the type and level of
validity of biomarkers needs a thorough discussion.
In addition, nutrition sciences face abstention in society with respect to the trust in scientific outcomes. To
achieve more relevant and credible nutrition research innovations are necessary to improve interactions
with the public and other partners. Achieving consensus on basic scientific concepts and the development
of innovative research methods will improve the research tools of nutrition scientists. Together with

stakeholder, complex problems, like the preventive role in ageing, obesity, and multi-morbidity diseases,
can then be more adequately studied.
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Introduction: In the last decades massive usage of antibiotics in agriculture and medicine has caused an
increase in antimicrobial resistance (AMR). It is estimated that up to 80 % of the antibiotics in use are
applied in agriculture. Since dosing regimens are ill controlled in agriculture, veterinary and environmental
microbes are often exposed to sublethal levels of antibiotics. It is this exposure to sub-lethal drug
concentrations that must be considered a risk factor for de- novo resistance development, transfer of AMR
genes, and selection for already existing resistance.
Purpose: Here, we set out to study the genome of an Escherichia coli strain upon de novo acquisition of
AMR. We analyse and discuss genome rearrangements observed.
Methods:
Whole genome sequencing using IonTorrent was deployed. For quality control and read mapping we
subjected BAM files to copy number analysis with the cn.mops package in R (https://cran.r-project.org/).
Results: We probed four antibiotics commonly
used. Cells were made resistant to one antibiotic and subsequently to one of the remaining. This way we
documented initial genetic rearrangements together with the effects of an AMR adapted genetic
background on subsequent resistance development. The ampC gene was amplified by factors 10-500 as a
result of exposure to amoxicillin. Excision of prophage e14 was observed in many samples with a double
exposure history, but not in cells exposed to a single antibiotic, indicating that the activation of the SOS
stress response alone was not sufficient to cause excision. Partial deletion of clpS and clpA occurred in
strains exposed to enrofloxacin and tetracycline. Other deletions were observed in some but not all
replicates with the exact same exposure history. Various insertion sequence transpositions correlated with
exposure to specific antibiotics.
Conclusions: Many of the observed genome rearrangements have not been reported before. The observed
correlation between genome rearrangements and specific antibiotic selection pressure, as well as their
presence in independent replicates indicates that these events do not occur randomly. The genome
rearrangements illustrate the plasticity of the E. coli genome when exposed to antibiotics and call for
surveillance throughout the food chain.

1Hoeksema et al. 2018. BMC Genomics 19, 973.
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Food poisoning is a major health problem affecting 10% of the world population every year [1]. Proper
cooking of meat to a minimum safe temperature using a meat thermometer is recommended by food safety
authorities in North America (Figure 1), but not yet recommended in Europe [2, 3]. A scoping review was
conducted to investigate the trends of meat thermometers usage in different countries, consumers’ barriers
and facilitators, and interventions for enhancing thermometers usage. The study topic was suggested after
discussions with safefood (all-island public body responsible for food safety promotion on the island of
Ireland), with the aim of informing a potential policy change in consumer cooking guidelines. The study
results highlighted the presence of knowledge-compliance gap, with meat thermometer ownership of
higher trend relative to its actual usage. The meat thermometer usage trends in the US were generally
higher than those in many European countries, including the UK, Ireland, and the Netherlands. Barriers to
meat thermometers usage differed according to country, age, gender, and socioeconomic status, yet
unfamiliarity and lack of experience were common barriers among different study subgroups. On the other
hand, perceived susceptibility of food poisoning was a strong facilitator. Intervention studies utilized
educational materials, campaigns, and food safety training. These showed maximum effectiveness when
they addressed consumers’ attitudes towards meat thermometers usage. Enhancing meat thermometers
usage in Europe requires prior thorough understanding of consumers’ cooking habits, attitudes, and
behaviours in order to develop effective evidence-based interventions.
Funding
This research did not receive any specific grant from funding agencies in the public, commercial, or not-forprofit sectors.
Figure Caption
Figure 1. Safe minimum cooking temperatures for different meat types recommended by food safety
authorities in the US and Canada
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The first in Latvia Academic Inter-university Master’s Study Program Nutritional Science was developed and
is implemented since 2006 by the teaching staff of Latvia University of Life Sciences and Technologies
(LULST), University of Latvia (UL) and Riga Stradiņš University (RSU) in accordance with the Cooperation
Agreement.
The aim of the implementation of the program is to train qualified specialists of nutrition science able to
analyze, critically evaluate and generate new ideas and alternative approaches in nutrition science to
promote public health and prevent diseases associated with nutrition and to realize aims of the nutrition
policy of the World Health Organization, the European Union and Latvia.
Students’ research activities are closely connected with the research of academic staff of UL, LULST and
RSU. Subjects of the research: health of the society and policy of nutrition; habits of nutrition and eating;
provision of wholesome nutrition for population; nutrition – risk factor of chronic diseases; nutrition
therapy; nutrition of sportsman, new and functional food. Realization of the research offers cooperation
opportunities to scientists from different branches in implementing the full research cycle: agricultural
sector, food chemistry and technology, food microbiology, medicine etc. Research results have been
presented on local and international conferences, including two international conferences “Nutrition and
Health” (in 2012 and 2016) organized in Latvia by the universities implementing this program. Articles
prepared on a basis of these presentations are published in five issues of the journal “Proceedings of the
Latvian Academy of Sciences”.
Since 2008, health science master`s degree in nutrition science was obtained by 267 students; ~20 of them
are doing or have already completed their doctoral studies.
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Insects are part of the diet of various populations, with approximately 2000 insect species being consumed
across the globe. Sustainability, mass rearing potential, nutritional profiles, and food-innovation
perspectives are the main reasons that have raised western world‘s interest towards edible insects. Being
governed by the European Union (EU) regulation on Novel Foods, insects and products thereof have to
undergo a safety assessment by EFSA before entering the EU market. However, data addressing the safety
of insects for food consumption are scarce in the literature. The paper addresses how to make the most out
of the existing relevant data towards the safety evaluation of such products.
Physicochemical properties, chemical and microbiological characterization, nutritional profile, toxicological
parameters, and allergenic potential are the main aspects needed to be addressed. To date, compositional
and nutritional profiles for a wide range of insect species have been largely discussed. Nevertheless, existing
data on genotoxicity, subchronic toxicity and toxicokinetics is still limited. Insects and insect-based foodstuff
are complex matrixes that cannot be easily tested by implementing classical toxicity approaches due to
various scientific hurdles (e.g. method sensitivity, selectivity, applicability, difficulty to administer
toxicologically meaningful amounts of insects to test animals).
Hence, a comprehensive compositional analysis, alongside an exposure assessment to putative undesirable
compounds through insect consumption can be the key to identify underlying risks and evaluate the safety
of such products. However, nature and levels of undesirable compounds, especially in fractionated products
like insect protein preparations (e.g. isolates, concentrates, and hydrolysates) or insect-derived oils may
trigger the need for further research on the action of these compounds. Species (physiology and
developmental stage), substrate used, methods for farming and processing and effect of the production
process on the chemical and microbiological composition of the final products need to be taken into
consideration.
Evaluating the safety of insects and products thereof as novel foods can be challenging, due to lack of
toxicological data in the literature. However, assembling the available compositional data, and combining
them with evidence occurring from exposure assessment may overcome possible gaps and deliver
consistent and reliable results.
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Venezuela is an oil state with governmental, military and political control over food production,
importation, distribution and marketing, stern price controls and currency exchange policies, along with a
strong dependence on food imports that in 2013 covered 65% of the necessary caloric intake of the
population. This avalanche of food imports -facilitated by the Government at a preferential exchange rate
and an Economic Emergency Decree, resulted in transitory regulations and laxity in procedures and
compliances with protocols. With the economic crisis, food imports drastically dropped, but the
Government continued to import basic foods for social programs and sell them at regulated prices. Many
complaints have been placed about their unsuitability to Venezuelan cultural patterns as well as nutritional
composition and safety. In 2016, the Government allocated enormous efforts and resources on the
implementation of a food distribution program: The Local Supply and Production Committee (CLAP). The
objective of this work is to present examples of anomalies presented with some basic products imported for
CLAP: corn meal, powder milk, rice, etc. Some corn flours from Brazil or Mexico for instance, are not tested
to check if the Venezuelan regulations for fortification are met. Consumers started to perceive conspicuous
sensory problems in the powder milks distributed which moved the news portal “Armando.info” to evaluate
the chemical and nutritional properties of 14 Mexican brands of dehydrated milk imported by CLAP. The
majority of the brands declared as milk powder resulted excluded from the regulatory definition not
complying with the Covenin 1481 National Standard and the criteria of the National Institute of Nutrition
nor with the Official Mexican Standard 155-SCFI-2012. Other examples are also presented. These facts place
Venezuelan consumers in a situation of vulnerability and lack of protection in terms of food safety and
security. The final message is that global standards on the constitution of essential products, globally
harmonized labelling, and regulations, should be ingrained in the minds of all those who hold
responsibilities regarding food safety and security (military, politicians, governments) and never be
disregarded or subject of flexibilization for political reasons and in sake of food access and availability.
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Introduction
Foods are looked upon as a way to achieve good health and even for reducing the risk of developing a
variety of chronic diseases. The production and characterization of new ingredients with a high technofunctional potential, high nutritional value and high content of bioactive compounds is seen as a promising
field for increasing competition in the world food industry by offering innovative products with added value.
One of these new ingredients could be the chia (Salvia hispanica), which has received increasing attention in
recent years.
Objetives
Thus, in this work the effect of the addition of chia seeds hydrated with orange juice at two concentrations
(7,5 and 15%) on the chemical composition, lipid oxidation, residual nitrite level and sensory acceptance of
frankfurter sausages was evaluated.
Material and methods
Frankfurter sausages were manufactured according to a traditional formula. Chemical composition was
determined by AOAC methods while, residual nitrite level (mg NaNO2/kg sample) was determined in
agreement with standards ISO/DIS 2918. Lipid oxidation was assessed in triplicate by the 2-thiobarbituric
acid (TBA) assay. For sensory analysis a Quantitative Descriptive Analysis was carried out.
Results
The addition of chia seeds hydrated with orange juice led to an increase in the fat (4.48 and 19.79%) and
protein (25.16 and 52.44%) content with respect to control sample, while the moisture and ash content
were no affected. The residual nitrite contents decreased 34.12 and 58.59% with respect to control sample.
The use of hydrated chia seeds decreased the hardness, cohesiveness and the gumminess but had no effect
on springiness. The addition of chia seeds hydrated with orange juice led to lower oxidation rates (0.42 and
0.49 mg MAD/kg sample) than observed in the control (0.55 mg MAD/kg sample). The most acceptable
sample was the frankfurter sausage added with chia seeds at 7.5%.
Conclusions
A combination of chia seeds and orange juice can be used as potential new ingredients to develop
frankfurter sausages with better nutritional profile without demerit of their sensory and physicochemical
properties.
Acknowledgement: CYTED 119RT0568. PRODUCTOS CARNICOS MÁS SALUDABLES (HEALTHY MEAT
PRODUCTS)
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Introduction
Quinoa seeds (Chenopodium quinoa Willd.) has gained great global interest in recent years due its excellent
nutrient value. Thus, this pseudocereal contains high biological value proteins and bioavailable essential
aminoacids, unsaturated fatty ácids, dietary fiber, complex carbohydrates and other beneficial bioactive
compounds such as polyphenolic compounds. Research and innovation in healthy meat products is
demanded by consumers, thus quinoa could be a good option for innovation. Previously to introduce in
meat formulations, is necessary to known its industrial potential. Techo-functional properties (mainly water
holding and oil binding capacity) are easy tools to evaluate it. During blanching, not olny techno-functional
properties changes, also saponins (gives an unpleasant bitter tast) are removed.
Objectives
The aim of this work was determined the effect of blanching time on techno-functional properties (water
holding and oil holding capacity) of flours obtained from white, black and red quinoas.
Material and methods
The analyses were performed on three different quinoas obtained from the local market: white, red and
black Bolivian Real quinoa obtained from organic farming. The samples were blanched at 60ºC during
different times and their effect on the the techno-functional properties were measured.
Results
As regards the techno-functional properties, the water holding capacity (WHC) and swelling capacity (SWC)
increased, for all samples analyzed, with the blanching time with average values of 1.63 g water/g sample at
0 min to values of 1.98 g water/g sample at 10 min for WHC and average values of 1.60 mL/g sample at 0
min to values of 2.0 mL/g sample at 10 min for OHC. However, for oil holding capacity no differences were
found between samples and blanching time. Both properties are very useful for meat products
development and innovation.
Conclusions
The results obtained suggest that the quinoa seeds blanching treatment, at 60ºC for 5 minutes, is a suitable
treatment to maintaining good techno-functional properties.
Acknowledgment: CHIQUIMEAT projetc. AGL2016-75687-C2.R Ministerio de Economía y Competitividad
Gobierno de España
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Introduction
Poultry sector in Colombia has increased in the last 10 years. A large amount of by-products (blood, fat,
skins, etc.) are generated every year. These by-products are a big enviromental problem and must be
valorisated. Thus meat industry can be more sustainable. In general fat, is a necessary ingredient in meat
products but consumers considered it, as unhealthy. Valorisation of chicken fats and used in potentially
functional foods is a priority for Colombian poultry sector.
Objetives
The general aim is to evaluated the diet influence on the lipid profile of abdominal and gizzard broiled
chicken fat from 3 Colombian farms with different climatic conditions.
Materials and Methods
Samples: gizzard and abdominal fat were mixed in a 6,5:3,5 ratio (abdominal:gizzard), as potential
“commercial” fat. Colour determinations: CIEL*a*b* color space was used (X-Rite
spectrophotocolorimeter). D65 as illuminat and 10º observer angle was used. Solid and fused fat were
analysed
Lipid profile: sample fats were extracted by Soxhlet method. Methyl ether was added; then methylated to
form methyl esters of fatty acids (FAME) using BF3 in methanol. The FAMEs were quantified in a gas
chromatograph (GC-2014 Gas Chromatography, SHIMADZU), against the C11: 0 standard.
Results: climate conditions did not affect fat composition. Palmitic and oleic acid were the most
representative fatty acids.
Fat colour co-ordinates were not affected by climatic conditions, but the state of fat (solid or “liquid”)
affected mainly to yellowness co-ordinate and chroma values of solid fat (b*) were lower than liquid (b*:
24.05- 65.89, respectively), all of them solid state showed higher values than liquid fat (L*, a*), hue was not
affected by the state of fat.
Conclusión: Colombian climate conditions did not affect fatty acid profile and fat colour. This is very useful
data for poultry sector ina country, as Colombia, with very different climate conditions.
Acknolegement: CYTED 119RT0568 PRODUCTOS CARNICOS MÁS SALUDABLES (HEALTHY MEAT PRODUCTS)
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Humanity requires an uninterrupted supply of sufficient, nutritious, and safe food. As a species, however,
we have been successful to the point that we are currently threatening our own existence - and that of
many other organisms in stride - in our efforts to feed our increasing population at increasing levels of
affluence. Consequently, food production has become the single most important driver of resource
appropriation and pollution, with repercussions on biodiversity and climate, but also on its own
propagation. This feedback loop inhibits further food production increases via soil degradation, siltation,
and reduced availability of freshwater, fuel and other natural resources, but also via increasing chemical and
biological contamination of air, water, soil and biota - including food.
This lecture delineates the dual challenge of doubling the output of crops plus quartering the impacts per
ton within three decades. First, it is argued that protein supply is underlying and linking the top-3 of
anthropogenic impacts based on the planetary boundaries concept, i.e. 1) biodiversity loss, 2) nitrogen cycle
acceleration, and 3) carbon cycle acceleration (resulting in climate change). These ecological impacts
associated with Western-style diets need to be reduced urgently. Second, so do the health impacts of both
food production and consumption. The former include the rise of microbial antibiotics resistance, zoonotic
diseases, and pesticide intoxications. The latter include the rise of allergies, certain cancers, cardiovascular
diseases, obesity and associated diseases (such as type 2 diabetes), as well as food contents of heavy metals
(such as arsenic).
Since health and environmental impacts are largely in sync, these issues may - and should - be addressed in
combination, from a multidisciplinary, global perspective, and with the input of all stakeholders. In order to
address the inefficiencies inherent to current dietary patterns, therefore, a ranked list of more sustainable
options is proposed, based on their order of magnitude. Primarily, a diet transition from primarily animal
towards plant protein products is urgently required. Fortunately, new nutrition guidelines are increasingly
taking sustainability into account and the contours of a dual protein transition are slowly emerging.
Increasing protein supply in developing countries and decreasing caloric intake in developed countries are
prerequisite. Such would benefit food and nutrition security, as well as biodiversity and climate. The barriers
are plenty, but the benefits are overwhelming.
Aiking, H. (2019). Environmental degradation - an undesirable output of the food system. Chapter 7 in:
Environmental nutrition (Sabate, J., ed.), ISBN 978-01-281-1660-9, Elsevier, Los Angeles, USA, (in press,
publication due 1 April 2019).
Aiking, H., de Boer, J. (2019). The next protein transition. Trends in Food Science & Technology (online 27
July 2018). DOI:10.1016/j.tifs.2018.07.008.
de Boer, J., Aiking, H. (2011). On the merits of plant-based proteins for global food security: Marrying macro
and micro perspectives. Ecological Economics 70, 1259-1265.
van Dooren, C., Douma, A., Aiking, H., Vellinga, P. (2017). Proposing a novel index reflecting both climate
impact and nutritional impact of food products. Ecological Economics 131, 389-398.
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Introduction
In the current context of increasing of the global food safety concerns, it is necessary to monitor as closely
as possible the presence of various hazards on the food products available on the market.
HACCP is a logical approach to food safety control that allows food businesses to identify potential food
safety hazards and implement preventative control measures to minimize risk of consumer exposure
(Codex, 2009). Thus, effective food safety management systems based on HACCP principles should ensure
that throughout the global food supply chain (production, processing, distribution, storage, consumption,
and disposal) food remains safe.
Anyway, food safety remains a key public health challenge and food borne illness outbreak data reported in
the EU in 2015 show a total of 4,362 reported foodborne outbreaks (including waterborne outbreaks).
Overall these outbreaks caused 45,874 cases of illness (209 more than in 2014), 3,892 hospitalizations
(2,546 less than in 2014) and 17 deaths (10 less than in 2014) across 26 EU Member States in 2015 (EFSA
and ECDC, 2016). This demonstrates that HACCP-based systems are not always working effectively in
practice or that HACCP-based Food safety management systems alone are insufficient.
Purpose
The aim of this paper is to identify in Romania the main causes of food outbreaks and to determine a
package of measures to improve food risk management, with a more responsible involvement of the actors
involved along the entire chain: producers; large and small/medium-sized enterprise (SME) industry
including processing, transport and storage; retailers; policy makers; regulators and consumers.
Methods
Experimental research has been carried out in several food factories in Romania, as well as in some
restaurants, public catering establishments and supermarkets, which have activities of processing,
packaging and / or serving for consumption of certain foods or meals. Investigations have been carried out
on the food chain, and various food contaminants were revealed in different points.
Results
The negative findings have been summarized and some managerial and / or legislative flaws have been
identified. A list of 12 proposals has been drawn up to help to reduce food-related hazards, especially due to
chemical hazards.

Conclusions
In the nowadays context, with focus on food diversifying and new marketing techniques, under the most
profitable conditions, food risk management systems are sometimes insufficient, without early and
predictable measures for food borne disease prevention. An integrated approach to problem-solving with a
final focus on consumer health needs to be pursued. Effective strategies to strengthen food safety culture
and deliver an integrated culture-practices-systems model for safe food and food integrity across agri-food
supply chain organizations are urgent needed.
References
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Introduction
The cleaner food manufacturing assume the running a technological process of processing of the food
materials up to obtaining the finished food intended for consumption without the negative interference of
other substances and / or undesirable transformations that could damage the quality of the food. The welds
applied to stainless steel materials in the construction and maintenance of food manufacturing facilities and
equipment can significantly affect the final quality of food. Also, the sanitation of the installations and
equipment can not be done in good conditions.
Purpose
Highlighting of the qualitative differences between of the food materials in contact with the surfaces
resulting from the usual welds compared to those obtained from the higienic weldings and the surfaceses
processing according to the principles stipulated in the EHEDG guideline.
Methods
Several samples of mistaken welds and machining have been extracted from various Romanian food
factories. The same weldings and machining have been reproduced according to special requirements.
Simulation of the technological operations in which different food materials would come into contact with
these surfaces was carried out. Afferent hygiene operations have also been applied. It was analyzed food
samples from the two situations. The results of the analyzes were centralized and compared.
Results
The data obtained confirms the deterioration of the food quality due to welding, both during the
technological processes and due to the hygienisation. In the case of inadequate welding and machining,
traces of different contaminants have been identified.
Conclusions
It is necessary to impose in Romania and everywhere binding rules and norms for the realization of the
welded joints applied in the food industry installations and equipments in compliance with the
requirements of the certified hygienic welds.
References
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Introduction. Safe food is a basic right for all individuals in the world. To develop an anonymous system to
limit the consequences of dangerous chemicals added to food or the presence of pathogenic
microorganisms in food is the objective of the Global Incident Alert Network (GIAN) working group of GHI.
GIAN for Unauthorized Food Additives (GIANUFA) and GIAN for Pathogens in Food (GIANPIF) are two major
objectives.
Materials and Methods. A whistle-blower can report anonymously via an easy-to-find and well-known
webpage. The site will have a reporting form with questions to obtain as many as possible details. The
questions have to be answered as complete as possible, because there will be no possibility to ask the
anonymous whistle-blower later. The whistle-blower needs to realise that the case can only be addressed
with sufficient details. Using the GHI network, with emphasis on GHI Ambassadors and experts from all
fields, GHI will check if the report is real or only meant to harm the company. Experts' evaluation of the
whistle-blower is very critical for the GIAN system. A committee composed of food scientists, nutritionists,
toxicologists, risk evaluators and medical doctors could immediately evaluate the collected data or
information. If it's real and serious, the GHI Office will alert the local National Public Health Institute or the
National Food safety Authority who then has to handle the incident further. The GIAN reporting system
could be translated into different languages and the food industry and local governments could benefit
from their connection with GHI. The GIAN website will also provide past incidents (e.g. plasticizer, melamin
and some others) and their risk and harm to health.
Conclusions. The anonymous GIAN reporting network is very important to avoid future scandals. To avoid
the food safety problem from unauthorized food additives or pathogens, good and new regulations and
monitoring systems are required. In addition, a newly set up database of information will also be very
helpful. The network of GHI Ambassadors, National Food Safety Authorities and Pubic Health Institutes will
play an important role when new incidents are detected in the future.
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The olive oil production constitutes one of the most important agro-industrial sectors in Lebanon generating
huge quantities of olive mill wastewater (OMWW) with potential negative effect on the environment. The
study aims to valorize OMWW and assess their total phenolic and antioxidant capacity.
OMWW samples (n= 44) were collected in 2016. The samples were obtained from two different regions
(North and South), and from three different processing systems: press, 3-phase and sinolea. There were also
obtained at three different harvesting times (early, intermediate and late) in triplicate. Liquid-liquid
extraction was conducted using ethyl acetate. Folin-Ciocalteu reagent and 2, 2-diphenyl-1-pircylhydrazyl
(DPPH) were used for the total phenolic content (TPC) and antiradical scavenging capacity (ASC) assessment,
respectively.
The results showed that the mean TPC was 789.7 ±222.4 mg GAE.kg-1 of OMWW and ranged between
125.3 and 2018.0 mg GAE.kg-1 of OMWW. The mean ASC was 987.6 ± 387 mg Tocopherol Equivalence
(TE).kg-1 and ranged between 91.9 ± 0.1 and 3328.5 ± 919.0 mg (TE).kg-1. A strong and positive correlation
between the TPC and the ASC was observed (r = 0.784). The results also showed that the geographical origin
of the olive fruits, the harvesting time and the oil processing system had a significant effect on TPC and ASC.
The two-way interaction geographical origin* harvesting time presented a significant effect (p<0.05). As per
each factor alone, only the geographical origin revealed a significant effect on ASC (p=0.001) with higher
ASC in Akkar (1880.07 mg TE. kg-1) compared to Hasbaya (682.05 mg TE. kg-1).
The overall results of this study indicate that the polluting capacity of these by-products is potentially
affected by the composition, geographical origin, harvesting time and processing system. All the OMWW
could be considered a rich source of natural phenolic and antioxidant compounds. Thus, sustainable
OMWW valorization pathways should be thought in agreement with all the factors assessed in this study.
The presence of phenolic compounds in the OMWW with potent ASC can be used in food industries and
many pharmaceutical industries.
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Humans can now decipher the letters of the DNA alphabet at a breathtaking pace. Genes, defined as specific
DNA sequences, act as instructions that determine the characteristics of all biological entities. The discovery
and adaptation of precise molecular scissors has created new possibilities to modify genes at an
unprecedented precision and has led to countless breakthroughs in applications across biology, including
agricultural sciences. The tool receiving the most attention in the current genome editing revolution is
CRISPR-Cas9. This technology offers a much needed short-cut to conventional breeding and could be
harnessed to develop environmentally sustainable agriculture and food systems. Among others, it could be
exploited to turn off ripening genes in fruits and vegetables to slow down deterioration and reduce the
losses often associated with the lack of refrigeration and inefficient transportation systems in developing
countries. Achieving a world without hunger and malnutrition by 2030 is an ambitious goal set by the
United Nations, and CRISPR should contribute to achieve this objective.
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Meat is an extremely important food in human nutrition. The aim of this research work is to carefully
consider what man puts on his own plate and above all this work aims to suggest the health aspects of
human nutrition habits.
After acid hydrolysis of meat samples, amino acids ratios were determined by high-performance liquid
chromatography. Although same amino acids dominate in a particular animal species, they also a little bit
differ in different parts of the meat.
The total fat in meat was determined by Soxhlet extraction. The ratio of individual fatty acids was
determined by GC/FID chromatography after KOH/MeOH hydrolysis. Results indicate the significant
presence of saturated fatty acids in meat, and the lower proportion of the unsaturated fatty acids.
Acknowledgment
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Introduction: Thymus vulgaris and other Thymus species are widely used not only for medical purposes but
also in food and aroma industries due to their well-known aromatic compounds. Therefore the
microbiological and mycological quality of thyme is an essential issue.
Purpose. The purpose of this work was to perform a comparative analysis of mycoflora of thyme (T. vulgaris)
at different stages of its processing (drying, grinding, packaging) from 2012 to 2017, to establish the
percentage content of potentially aflatoxigenic species.
Methods: The analyses were carried out with direct and dilution plating methods [1]. Fungi were identified
morphologically based on their macro- and microscopic characteristics [2], [3], [4].
Results: Over 123 samples of thyme were analyzed after drying in production and farming conditions. 1430
strains were isolated. In analyzed thyme samples during 2012-2014 the dominance of potentially
aflatoxigenic strains from genus Aspergillus was observed. No aflatoxins were found in packaged tea
samples. There was a noticeable increase in frequency of occurrence of aflatoxigenic strains during
processing and storage. Frequency of occurrence of aflatoxigenic fungi was changed before and after
processing, as well during storage. This is because of cross contamination and noncompliance of hygienic
conditions during grinding and packaging of dried thyme.
In thyme samples analyzed from 2016 to 2017 there was a dominance of fungi belonging to Dematiacea
family from genera Alternaria, Stemphillium and Cladosporium. There was a significant decrease in
contamination level of tea by aflatoxigenic species from 85% to 6% and strains from section A. Flavi.
Conclusions: Decrease of contamination degree of thymus by aflatoxigenic fungi is associated with climatic
changes. There is a tendency to increase summer aridity, which leads to the dominance of fungi from family
Dematiaceae in the mycoflora of thymus.
Literature:
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1997.
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Hemp belongs to the same Cannabis sativa species, which has been used as a cannabis drug with high
percentage of the psychoactive tetrahydrocannabinol (THC), while industrial hemp is rich in other, nonpsychoactive phytocannabinoids, mainly cannabidiol and cannabigerol. The legality of hemp varies between
the countries; most of them established the limits for THC in hemp herb less than 0.2-0.3%. In addition,
hemp seeds are rich in high nutritional value oil, composed mainly of polyunsaturated fatty acids, and
proteins with good amino acid profile, which is comparable to other sources of dietary proteins. The
interest in hemp has substantially increased during last decade, mainly due to the increasing information
about beneficial health effects of non-psychoactive phytocannabinoids. For instance, such industrial giant as
Coca-Cola is planning to launch cannabis-infused drinks. Regulations regarding the uses of preparations with
non-psychoactive phytocannabinoids are very dynamic and many changes during the last few years are
observed globally. Even THC accumulating cannabis has been recently legalised for recreational purposes in
some countries, e.g. Canada, some states of USA.
THC and cannabis extracts are included into the list of narcotics in 1961 by the Single Convention on
Narcotic Drugs, which limited “the production, manufacture, export, import, distribution of, trade in, use
and possession” of cannabis “exclusively to medical and scientific purposes” and later in 1971 by the
Convention on Psychotropic Substances. So far as all currently grown C. sativa varieties are assigned to the
same botanical species formal conflicts arise in regulation and hemp processing practices. The problem
exists not only with the preparations from hemp leaves and inflorescences but also in the production of oil
and proteins from the seeds, which, although do not accumulate THC, due to the carry-over from other
anatomical plant parts may contain ppm levels of THC. Some countries established the maximum levels of
THC in the oil (5-20 ppm) based on the Scientifically Sound Guidelines for THC in Food in Europe, published
by Nova-Institut in 2015. These and other issues (processing, bio-activities), which are required to reach the
consensus satisfying regulation, consumer protection and industry needs will be discussed in the
presentation.
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According to the FAO, roughly one-third of edible agro-food materials for human consumption is lost or
wasted. Many berry species are known for their excellent flavor and abundance of healthy phytochemicals.
However, due to a rapid decay after harvesting, the major parts of berry crops are processed into longer
shelf-life products. Pressing of juice results in large quantities of by-products, which are rich in valuable
compounds; however, currently they are used for animal feeding and composting or even discarded as a
waste, mainly due to a lack of scientific, technological and economic studies required for waste valorization.
This study proposes and integrated biorefining scheme for processing berry pomace into high value
ingredients by using supercritical CO2 (SC-CO2), pressurized liquid, microwave hydro-diffusion and gravity,
ultrasound-assisted, bead-milling and enzyme assisted extraction methods. Different high value substances
were obtained from berry pomace by the combination of various methods. SC-CO2 recovered lipophilic
fractions consisting mainly rich in polyunsaturated fatty acids triacylglycerols and tocopherols: at optimized
parameters the yields of oil extracts were from 3% (chokeberry) to 20% in (raspberry). The residue was
further extracted by using subcritical water or its mixtures with ethanol at 10 MPa and different
temperatures. This process, depending on berry type and extraction parameters, produced 20-60% of
soluble fractions. Finally, enzyme assisted extraction enabled to recover different amounts of water-soluble
substances such as oligosaccharides, bound polyphenolics and others.
Phytochemical composition of fractions were analysed by chromatography, while antioxidant properties
were evaluated by various in vitro assays. The results prove the presence of valuable bioactive compounds
in pomace fractions, which might find applications in functional foods and nutraceuticals. For instance,
strong antioxidants recovered from raspberry, chokeberry and cranberry pomace improved oxidative and
microbiological stability of meat products. Moreover, it is hypothesized that berry pomace phytochemicals
might mitigate adverse effects (carcinogenicity) of processed meat products to human health. Currently,
preliminary studies of such effects on cancer cells are performed using in vitro digestion models.
Acknowledgements: this research is funded by the European Regional Development Fund according to the
supported activity ‘Research Projects Implemented by World-class Researcher Groups’ under Measure No.
01.2.2-LMT-K-718.
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Introduction
Storage in a dry state of cereals and technical plants is the most widely used system, regardless of usage.
The way in which the process of drying takes place has a high influences for both physico-chemical qualities
and the energy consumption of the installation.
Purpose
The paper presents theoretical and experimental research in order to highlight:
•
factors that influence the fuel consumption burned in the dryer, in order to maintain the
temperature needed to carry out the process;
•
optimizing the layout of the sensor, by knowing the distribution of the gradient temperature inside
the drying chamber;
•
the maximum thermal limits that can be applied to the seeds, depending on their destination
(human consumption, animal feeding or germination);
•
optimisation the temperature variation vs time for preserving seed germination capacities, for a
lower energy consumption.
Method
The theoretical research were done in MathCAD and Simulink, and aim to improve the automatic
adjustment process for a drying phenomena in order to be adapted to a number of factors: temperature
and humidity of the environment, of the seeds, caloric capacity of fuel, etc. The mathematical model was
improved by a series of experimental research aplied to corn and soy beans at a farm in Braila county,
Romania.
Results
The research undertaken in the paper show:
- approximate linear increase in fuel consumption at the environmental temperature decreasing. Thus, a
20°C temperature decreasing causes an increase in consumption by about 5%;
a hyperbolic variation of fuel consumption on the moisture content of the air; increasing the
moisture content from 0.002kg/kg to 0.01kg/kg, cause increasing of fuel consumption by about 2% ;
for a normal seed temperatures at the drier input (about 20°C) increases in seed moisture values
(15...27%) require increases in fuel flow by 5...7%. Instead, lowering seed temperatures by 10...15°C (often
occurring in autumn) involves increases of 15...20% in fuel flow.
Conclusions

The results obtained have direct applicability in practice and allow increasing the efficiency of drying
equipment both in terms of improving the quality of agricultural products and in terms of considerable
reduction of energy consumption.
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Cultivation of mushrooms can be effectively implemented in various regions of the planet and various
climatic zones. It is not just a rapidly growing agribusiness, which can be a significant help to the economies
of developing countries, but it can be helpful in solving protein deficiency in the diet of many regions of the
world and it is also an important tool for improving the environmental situation.
Mushrooms contain various vitamins, as well as a large number of essential amino acids. They are also rich
in proteins, contain fats, glycosides, essential oils, tocopherols, carotenoids, folates, organic acids, phenolic
compounds, flavonoids, etc. Mushrooms are not only tasty and nutritious food product, but also can be a
source of wide range of valuable biologically active substances.
Mushroom are producers of valuable enzymes, which can be used in food and feed industries, pharmacy,
cosmetics, agriculture, forestry, and other fields.
Recently various bioactive compounds obtained from mushrooms, such as polysaccharides (especially betaglucans and chitin), polysaccharide-protein complexes, polysaccharide-peptides, lectins, triterpenoids,
phenolic, and flavonoid compounds possessing antioxidant, immunomodulatory, anticancer, antiviral,
antimicrobial, anti-inflammatory, anti-obesity, anti-diabetic, hypocholesterolic, hypotensive, anti-allergenic,
hepatoprotective, and other activities have been isolated from the mushroom species. During last decates,
mushrooms have been especially used as a source of immunomodulators and antitumor agents. Medicinal
mushrooms are the sources of polysaccharides that prevent the cancer and increase the strength of the
immune system. In the near future mushrooms may become very important source of drugs and functional
food supplements for modern medicine and food industries.
For the same reasons, mushrooms can become a source of valuable feed additives used in animal
husbandry, poultry farming and fish farming, strengthening the immunity and survival of animals, birds and
aquaculture, and reducing the use of antibiotics.
In addition, mushrooms can also be the source of various improvers and surfactants for the food industry.
The huge potential of mushrooms requires the study and application for the benefit of mankind.
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Nanomaterials (NMs) are widely used in various types of industries. One of the fields of application includes
the use of NMs in consumer products like food (as food supplements). Consequently, consumers are likely
being exposed to NMs. In the past years effort has been put into the risk assessment of nanomaterials for
the oral exposure route, but these studies are sometimes conflicting or do not provide sufficient answers.
This is often due to the behaviour of NMs and analytical difficulties in relevant biological matrices. We will
highlight some of the difficulties we encountered in the past years, using examples from our experimental
studies.
Metal and metal oxide NMs like silver, titania, silica and zinc may be used in food and feed. Recent insights
in risk prioritization of NMs rank the ability to dissolve as one of the most important parameters. Dissolution
of these NMs may be severely altered by the environment (pH, ionic strength etc.) and by other factors like
agglomeration. In vitro digestion models and in vitro models for the gut barrier may be used to study bioaccessibility and bio-availability of NMs. We studied the fate of several types of silver, titania and silica NMs
during and after in vitro digestion and the uptake and translocation of NMs over the gut barrier. Detection
of the particles was done using single particle inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (spICPMS),
transmission electron microscopy (TEM), and/or confocal microscopy. Quantitative detection methods like
spICPMS that detect particles and not just elements are preferred and enable the possibility to detect
particles in complex matrices. However, sample prep procedures, system recovery, high background noise
due to dissolution, and size detection limits proved challenging as well as the formation of de novo particles
from dissolved material (in the case of silver). While spICPMS proved to be a very robust method for
quantitative detection of NMs, the technique requires optimisation for each matrix NM combination, and
more research is needed to improve sample prep and to lower the detection limits for use in complex
matrices like digestion fluids, cells, and tissues.
NanoReg (FP7), NanoFase (H2020), Ministerie van LNV
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Food supply chains are complex and vulnerable to many factors (e.g. climate, economy and human
behaviour) having a direct and/or indirect effect on the development of food safety risks and/or food fraud.
All of these factors should be taken into account in approaches aiming to predict food safety problems or
food fraud at an early stage. Hence, a system approach is needed. At RIKILT such system approach has been
developed based on expert elicitation, big data and machine learning technologies. Using Bayesian
Networks (BNs), highly accurate prediction models have been developed for food safety hazards on various
food products. It was also demonstrated that such approach could be used for hazard ranking of
nanomaterials. It is advocated that BN based prediction models may help risk assessors to identify potential
food safety problems at an early stage enabling timely intervention actions.
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Over the past two decades, food systems in Sub Saharan Africa (SSA) have transformed rapidly. This
transformation is driven by several factors including increased incomes and rapid urbanization rates which
have caused consumption patterns to change significantly. Two characteristics of this transformation are
the rise in food purchases (particularly by rural households) and the consumption of processed and
packaged foods. In Nigeria, nationally representative data in 2015 reveals that almost 75% of foods
consumed are purchased with over 65% processed in some form. These high and increasing rates of
purchased and processed foods are revealed broadly across the continent and in both rural and urban areas
within countries. Aflatoxins are highly toxic metabolites produced by the toxigenic fungi species of
Aspergillus; and usually contaminate agricultural produce such as maize, on the fields, in stores, and the
final products. AFB1 and AFB2 are the two most important with AFB1 proven to be the most toxic. In
Nigeria, aflatoxins have been found to be present in several key staples including maize and peanuts. As
preliminary evidence of this concern, we tested the levels of aflatoxins in three maize products (fermented
maize cereal (Ogi) in powder, locally produced custard {produced with imported corn starch{locally
produced cereal products) available in the domestic market in Nigeria in a toxicology lab of the Michigan
State University Campus. The result revealed that the mycotoxins detected in the locally produced custard
and the cereal from the multinational beverage company were below limit of detection (i.e. less than 2ppb)
while the locally produced Ogi had a high level of aflatoxin B1 of 15ppb. The high level of aflatoxin B1 in the
locally produced Ogi could be as a result of high levels of contamination of the maize grain and/or inefficient
processing in terms of the fermentation process. This confirms that more attention needs to be paid to
issues of food security generally and even among processed and packaged foods in Nigeria.
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INTRODUCTION
Processed meat products are complex systems in which heat induced soluble meat protein, produce gels,
being responsible for the texture of the final product. Different additives and ingredients to increase water
binding without affecting their nutritional and sensory properties have been used.
PURPOSE
The aims of this work was to offer an alternative for the small and medium Colombian meat processors,
through the evaluation of synergies and antagonisms of the ingredients in a protein mixture and to study
their effect on their textural characteristics.
METHODS
Six mixtures to obtain gels was used. Mix of isolated and concentrated soy proteins, mix of a pig collagen
protein and porcine globin protein, mix of sodium tripolyphosphate, tetrapotassium diphosphate, sodium
hexametaphosphate (food grade) use for meat emulsion type products, mix of vegetable fibres and
carrageenan for meat emulsion type products. (x2, x3, x4, x5, x7, x11). Mix design with restrictions of
protein level and raw material cost for the mixture was used with (3) three central points of six (6)
components. After obtaining the best regions, the best three mixes was used in the preparation of standard
cooked ham.( N7, N8 y N8D5)
ANALYTICAL METHODS
Texture profile analysis using Brookfield CT3 Texture Analyzer (Brookfield Engineering Labs, USA).
RESULTS

For a Hardness there are synergy between X3 and X2 ingredients, aslo between X4 and X2, there are
antagonist between X3 and X4
We could observe that there are interactions between different ingredients (gums, carrageenans, soy
proteins, wheat proteins, alginates, pork proteins) and meat protein.
CONCLUSIONS
The mixture N7, N8 and N8D5 does difference (>0.05) with a commercial reference and it is technically and
economically viable for the Colombian market.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
Griffith Food Colombia
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INTRODUCTION
The Bologna Process represents the ideal framework for improving the quality and relevance of learning and
teaching, thereby improving and modernising education systems. Higher education institutions have to
educate students to succeed in a complex and interconnected world facing rapid technological, cultural,
economic and demographic changes. Under these premises New Food, an innovative educational project of
the Bachelor in Food and Science (Universidad Miguel Hernández -UMH), is born. This UMH project is part
of the training and research activities to improve consumer welfare.
OBJETIVES
The general objective is to achieve a new food product, with two premises: the product must be
technologically innovative and appropriate to the market, and teaching methodologies based on
cooperation in a competitive environment that allows the system of double learning with verifiable results,
must be developed.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
UMH student groups (3-4) work with Erasmus and Latin American students. Each group will make their
proposal in a different agri-food sector. Brainstorming is applied to find the right food product for the
specific needs of the consumer. Throughout the semester, marketing techniques and R&D procedures are
used to produce a prototype that is shown at a food fair, where the students' work opens up to society. The
products are exhibited in stands set up by the students, where professional judges and general public
attending the presentation, can observe and taste the products. In this way, students develop their social
and business communication skills. Professional judges (academics, entrepreneurs and food technology
executives) choose the best products and propose awards (innovative, industrial projection, specific interest
of the industries supported).
RESULTS

The creation of innovative, specifically market-oriented foods and the competence among participating
groups to present the best product bring out the best in students. In addition, the approach to a quasi-real
situation increases the knowledge of the results that can be obtained with the academic degree.
CONCLUSIONS
All the objectives were covered, students acquired competences, that can be applied exercising their critical
thinking faculties and consequently, students will be allowed to work effectively and efficiently in different
positions in the agri-food industry, especially, in R&D
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INTRODUCTION:
The FARC army, which signed an historic peace, deal with the Colombian government in 2016. The problem
is how reintegrate them. Colombia's ex-fighters thought several skills for peace, thus Food Technology is
one of them. This skill is useful to support a productive project, that the Colombian government could give
economic support for reintegration.
OBJECTIVES
The aim of this pedagogical intervention was to provide tools in food science and technology to FARC exfighters reintegration, in Guaviare state.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
These ex-fighters learning activities were taken at “Territorial spaces for training and reincorporation”. Four
short courses (40 h theory and practice) were given related to fish, fruit, vegetables processing: (i) jams
(onion and green peppers), (ii) juices and concentrate (passion fruit); (iii) fish processing (fillet, hamburgers
and sausages). The courses were offered by Universidad Nacional de Colombia and Miguel Hernández
University staff, where international cooperation agencies as UNDP, gave primary supplies for fish
production and crops.
Each short course was designed to adapt elementary food technology concepts (food safety, processing and
preservation) to the specific conditions of Guaviare region. All concepts were applied in a practical situation
using local raw materials (native fish, green peppers, onions and passion fruit).

RESULTS

A total of 85 FARC ex-fighters were involved in these short courses. Raw materials were transformed to
obtain valued added products, as pimiento jam and fruit juices, which are being marketed locally. These
experiences permitted effective interaction between academic staff and ex-fighters, throughout the
elaboration of the products besides of helping to focus productive projects in each area. Some limitations
were found with fish processing, since it is necessary refrigeration facilities to preserve food safety.
CONCLUSIONS
As a result of the courses, the Colombian Amazonian Cooperative composes of 75 ex-fighters, was
established to produce and trade with valued added food products, in a small-enterprise scale. The
collaborative intervention (theory and practice) of food technologist teams between the Universidad
Nacional de Colombia and IPOA-Research Group (UMH-Spain) were successful and could be the basis of
future food technology actions, to the reintegration to civilian life and peace process.
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In recent years, the share of genetically modified organisms (GMOs) in food production has been
continuously increased around the globe. By food legislation and labeling regulations of the European Union
and Georgia, foods containing GMOs above a threshold of 0.9% must be labeled with a requirement for the
traceability of the GMO in the food chains. Reliable detection of GM foods is of crucial importance for food
safety and security, labeling, legislative requirements, food production, consumer information and health
protection. The objective of this study was to develop, optimize and validate new high-throughput
diagnostic technologies for fast, cheap and reliable identification of GMOs in foods. For this purpose, DNAbased multiplex tools namely multiplex polymerase chain reactions (PCRs) and DNA microarrays (lowdensity biochips) were applied. The analytical procedure includes several steps, such as bioinformatic design
of GMO-specific and species-specific PCR primers and probes; genomic DNA extraction; development and
optimization of uniplex and multiplex PCR systems; analysis of genomic DNAs and PCR products by agarose
gel electrophoresis; microarray development, hybridization and scanning; screening of GM foods. The PCR
results and microarray image analysis demonstrated high specificity and sensitivity (at least 0.1%) of the
new multiplex PCR methods and low-density biochips to rapidly and precisely detect important GM food
crops, namely maize, soybean, wheat, tomato, potato as well as herbicide resistant roundup ready GMOs
including epsps gene, insect resistant GMOs including Cryl gene, transgenic products consisting of GMO
common regulatory elements, such as 35S promoter and NOS terminator. In addition, new technologies
allow simultaneous identification of four GMO events, such as maize MON 810, maize Bt-176, Roundup
Ready soya (RRS) and soya DAS-68416-4. Analysis of foodstuffs revealed that multiplex PCR methods and
microarrays developed in this study may be used for accurate and fast traceability of GM food products.
This study has been fulfilled by the financial support of the Shota Rustaveli National Science Foundation
(Grant № STCU-2016-47) and Science and Technology Center in Ukraine (Grant № 6306).
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Seaweeds are widely used as food in the eastern countries for several centuries. However, it is now
increasingly gaining worldwide popularity.World"s seaweed market is estimated to be US$3.5 billions.
Almost 21 million tons of seaweeds are utilized worldwide. Approximately 800,000 tons of seaweeds are
harvested from the wild, and the remaining 94% is produced by aquaculture. Seaweeds viz., Ulva ,
Enteromorpha ( Green Algae) ; Porphyra, Gracilaria ( red algae); Fucus, Laminaria, Undaria (Brown Algae )
are commonly used as foods. Their production is dominated by Indonesia, China, and the Philippines.
Seaweeds are also a source of ingredients in food processing. For example, the thickening agents such as
carrageenan, alginate from seaweeds are being used extensively in processed foods. Fucoxanthin from
brown seaweeds is a source of pigment for food and health applications of wide utility. The nutraceuticals
from seaweeds are used in functional food formulations. Interestingly, they are found to be rich sources of
proteins, carbohydrates, specialty lipids, vitamins and minerals. Seaweeds are also reported to contain
health promoting attributes viz antioxidant, antidiabetic, anticholesterolemic ,anticancer activities. The
concern of the quality of the foods derived from the seaweed , or the ingredients extracted from them is a
universal issue. Seaweeds are vulnerable to contaminants occurring in the aquatic environment as they
have the ability to accumulate toxicants by uptake mechanisms. As the seaweeds are either collected from
the habitats or cultivated in environments prone to contaminations, the quality assessment and constant
surveillances are of prime importance. Global perspectives of cultivation methods, harvesting, utilization
and product development will be presented vis a vis safety aspects. Studies done in India on the seaweed
cultivation and utilization will also be discussed.
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Lebanon signed the European neighborhood policy agreement through which the EU offers its neighbors a
privileged relationship, building upon a mutual commitment to common values (including democracy and
human rights, rule of law, good governance, etc.)
Its implementation was foreseen to allow Lebanese industrial as well as most agricultural products to
benefit from free access to the EU market. This is in theory, but in practice it is evident that Lebanon didn’t
benefit from the Association Agreement given that the trend of exports registered minor increases since
2000 while the trend of imports from the EU increased enormously.
There are many challenges facing Lebanese bio and agro-economy with EU. In Lebanon, lack of
transparency, business environment and investment climate, bad infrastructure (transport, electricity, IT,
and telecom technologies), services, logistics, customs are all hindering the quality and competitiveness of
the Lebanese bio and agro-food products.
In a recent EUROMED meeting, MEFOSA witnessed poor harmonization on full regulatory compliance in
pharmaceutical products, food safety, and quality designations on wine products as per consumer interest
from one hand, and from the other hand as per public interest there are SPS, TBT, and TRIPS gaps.
Moreover as China, Turkey and other developing nations with the U.S. edge closer to trade wars; agriculture
may be again one of the sectors most vulnerable to higher tariffs or higher SPS agreement. There is a huge
tendency to renegotiate trade agreements toward more protectionist ones, and that could affect trade
relations between EU and other Mediterranean countries.
Finally, there is a huge need to a renewed European Neighborhood Policy based on collaboration and
regulatory reforms a view to closer integration into EU market, through insuring not only food security but
also social security fostering growth and creating job opportunities for Lebanese and refugees in Lebanon.
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Effectiveness of hermetic technology in limiting aflatoxin exposure in
women and children from smallholder farming areas
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Abstract
The study assessed aflatoxin exposure levels among women aged 15-45 years and children under five years
of age from households in selected smallholder farming areas of Zimbabwe who were using hermetic metal
silos and hermetic grain bags compared to conventional grain storage methods. Exposure levels were
determined by measuring urinary Aflatoxin M1 (AFM1) in urine samples from women and children every
three months during the 2015/2016 storage season for nine months. After extraction and immunoaffinity
column clean up, AFM1 was determined by high performance liquid chromatography. Generally, the
proportion of AFM1 positive urine samples from women increased throughout the grain storage season
from 5.4% (n=23) (geometric mean (GM) 1.62 µg/L) at harvest to 75% (n=315) (GM 48.35µg/L) nine months
later (range <LOQ-217.29 µg/L). In urine samples from children, AFM1 positive samples increased from 2.2%
(n= 4) (GM 0.78 µg/L) at harvest to 72.5% (n=98) (GM 22.81 µg/L) nine months later (range <LOQ-135.00
µg/L). Urinary AFM1 was significantly higher in samples from participants using conventional storage (GM
62.28 µg/L; range <LOQ-217.29µg/L) compared with samples from participants using hermetic technology
(GM 31.95µg/L; range <LOQ-157.71µg/L. There was no significant difference in AFM1 concentrations in
urine samples from participants consuming grain from metal silos and hermetic bags (p > 0.05) hence the
two technologies are equally effective in limiting exposure to aflatoxins in humans. The study concluded
that aflatoxin exposure levels among women and children from small-holder farming areas increase
throughout the postharvest season and the use of hermetic storage technology resulted in up to 33.2%
decrease in frequency of detection and 48.7% decrease in levels of AFM1 compared to conventional storage
technologies. Thus, hermetic grain storage can be recommended for limiting aflatoxin exposure in
smallholder farming populations.
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Correct, reliable, globally harmonized determination of protein in food
Joe Regenstein1
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The use of the Kjeldahl test has been the official test for proteins for many years in many countries. But
what does Kjeldahl measure. Certainly NOT protein. And one conversion factor with or without a nonprotein nitrogen measurement are just as fraught with serious limitations. And the laboratory tests like
Lowry, Biuret, and Bradford are really no better. So the question that must be ask is if we have here an
example of harmonization having happened successfully but in fact hindering the application of science and
future attempts to actually properly define and measure proteins in various beneficial ways.
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How to harmonize religious food laws respectfully
Joe Regenstein1
1
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Kosher and halal as religious laws are the original food auditing systems. The religious personnel are there
to determine that you are following the rules. They are not there to bless the food. But who decides the
rules? Generally the agencies ‘ leadership make this decision. So there are issues of transparency and of lack
of harmonization. Transparency and consistency within an agency are areas that the larger agencies are
working on. But harmonization is more difficult and it is not clear whether it is the best long term interest of
the religion and possibly even the food industry. The various differences provide opportunities for
companies with different products and goals, thus allowing for more marketing opportunities. And a chance
to respect religious diversity.
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The evolution of genetic manipulation of biological materials
Joe Regenstein1
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Humans have been breeding plants and animals since the beginnings of agriculture and thus interfering with
nature. Natural really should be reserved for wild things. But classical breeding has a problem, it moves
chromosomes and not genes. So it is riskier as unknown traits may also be transmitted. And then breeders
learned to use mutagens and radiation. The payoff is greater but so are the risks. So finally scientists have
learned to move or to modify genes. So the risks are less and the potential payoff much greater. The safety
has been demonstrated, but some of the ethical issues, mainly for human medicine and not food remain to
be addressed. But in the world of greater population and climate change, The use of GMO technology will
be an important part of the solution.
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1. Consultancy Services on Food Safety and Public Health Management issues at “Turkish Social Service And
Children Protection Institution”
2. Coordinator in Various Projects in Civil Society Organizations
3. Chairman of Corporate Relations Commission at Chamber of Food Engineers Turkey
Recent Publications
- Silav G., 2017. “Determination Of Physicochemical And Sensory Properties of Gluten Free Biscuits
Comprising Different Flour Sources” Istanbul Aydın University.
-Silav G.,2017. “Investigation of physicochemical and sensory properties of gluten-free biscuits produced by
using chestnut and buckwheat flours”. 1st Innovations In Food Science & Technology Conference Munich,
Germany.
- Silav G.,2017. Investigation of Quality and Shelf Life Properties of Gluten Free Biscuits Enriched with Chia
Seed. 10. Food Engineering Congress.

The rapid rise in popularity for out-of-home consumption in Turkey especially in recent years sustainable
food safety and quality management issues have gained importance substantially. However, recent studies
have shown that some health problems are especially common in individuals who have a high level of
habitual consumption, besides serious economic losses are being experienced in the treatment of diseases
that are the result of food poisoning or health trouble in the world. Whereas these inconvenient results
could be minimized by innovative business model approaches with a series of comprehensive studies
including feasibility studies, cuisine design, engineering calculations, selection of the right equipments,
installation services, staff training, sustainable food safety and quality systems setup, waste management
and the creation of sustainable traceability systems. However, the objective findings obtained from the

third-part inspection studies that I have carried out since 2013 will constitute an important source of data
for the statistical evaluation of the issues that may pose a risk at public consumption areas.
With this awareness I intend to develop an innovative enterprise research project for management
sustainable food safety and healthy out-of-home consumption model. In this context, I aim for my future
plans to establish a foundation as research and development center which will be the first in the field with
the scope of innovative business model to improvement and development of public consumption fields by
versatile consultancy services.
Best Regards,
M.Sc. Food Engineer GÖNÜL SİLAV
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Food Safety Report of Austria. This annual report provides a comprehensive overview of the results of the
official food control in Austria. Furthermore he is the head of the working group 'Nicht Sicher'. The aim of this
working group is to achieve a uniform interpretation of the term 'not safe' in Regulation (EC) No 178/2002 and
to harmonise assessment practices within the framework of official food control in Austria.

The official food control in Austria is based on the National Control Plan, which lays down the details of
inspections of food businesses and sampling. The plan is prepared every year considering results and
findings from previous years and the risk category of each business type. From 2010 until 2016 244,240
establishments were inspected and 209,209 samples were analysed. In 24,380 establishments (10.0 %) noncompliances with food law were found with a significant decrease from 2010 to 2016. For the samples, the
rejection rate was highest in 2010 (22.0 %) and lowest in 2011 (14.1 %). Since then, the rate increased
steadily up to 16,9 %.
Food safety is often measured by non-compliance rates, although these indicators are strongly influenced
by the design of the sampling plan. As food production in Austria is subject to constant change, it is not
possible to precisely define the proportion of establishements and products to be inspected. For this
purpose, the Complaint Index (ComIn) was implemented (1). This Index compares the proportion of noncompliances with the proportion of controls and allows to rate different product groups or business
categories. The higher the ComIn value, the more imbalanced is the relationship between non-compliances
and controls. The ComIn therefore serves as good indicator to assess whether the number of controls is
appropriate.
The presentation shows the calculation of different ComIn indicating some imbalances in the Austrian
control system. Fig. 1 shows, for example, the ComIn for rejected samples taking into account all complaints
weighted according to the different reasons for rejection. The ComIn was appreciably high for utility items
(+7.5) and meat and meat products (+6.4). In contrast, the ComIn was clearly negative for ready-to-eat food
(-5.3) and milk and milk products (-4.6).
Considering these calculations the ComIn can be used to adjust control activities to improve food safety and
is a valuable decision-making tool for risk managers.
Fig. 1: Complaint Index for rejected samples taking into account all complaints weighted according to the
different reasons for rejection
(1) Lueckl et al. (2019), Food Control, 99, 190-201; https://doi.org/10.1016/j.foodcont.2018.12.016
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scientific project.
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International consultant for Mongolia, Cambodia, Greece, China for Food Safety System

Mycotoxins are secondary metabolites of toxicogenic molds, which exhibit full toxicity when reach people
or animals. Of the known mycotoxins, the highest toxicity is attributed to aflatoxin B1 (AFB1) and M1
(AFM1) , which belongs to substances with acute toxicity of the first category. The presence and control of
mycotoxins in the food chain is serious problem which has an inevitable food safety but also economic,
trade and social impact for the whole world. Serbia has moderate continental climate, but due to climate
changes some worm and high humid conditions appeared in 2012 which was good basis for development of
toxigenic fungi in cereals. As a consequence, at the beginning of 2013 the contaminated corn used for dairy
cows diet had negative impact on the safety of cow milk. The main sources of aflatoxins were corn samples,
whole meal and feed mixtures derived from contaminated corn. The contamination peak was during March
2013, when 65% of milk samples contained amounts of AFM1 higher than 0.05 µg/kg, and 13% of milk
samples contained amounts higher than 0.5 µg/kg.
Mycotoxin control in Serbia, from the aspect of the legislation is based on Food Safety Law and a set of
secondary regulations were adopted, defining the maximum permitted quantities of mycotoxins in various
foodstuffs and animal feeds. The regulations were harmonized with EU regulations in year 2011, but since
that outbreak, more than 12 changes (amendments) have been made until the present. Amendments to
the maximum permitted values of AFM1 in milk were ranged from 0.05 µg/kg (in 2012, same as EU value)
and changed to 0.25 µg/kg, which is today's value. It is gradually reduced and harmonized with EU
regulations that would have had a substantial impact on production of food and feed and economic
stability. Overall and analytical control was strengthened, but there were also many legal disputes related to
the quality and safety of corn produced from that year.
National Laboratory for quality control of milk was opened recently which will help that quantity of
aflatoxin in milk decrease from presently 0,25µg/kg to recommended 0,05µg/kg which is today in EU.
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Xie Huibo is a professor at Southwestern Medical University and a master's tutor. He is mainly engaged in food
nutrition and food safety research.

Penthorum chinense Pursh (P. chinense), called Ganhuangcao in China, is the authentic medicinal material
of Gulin County, Sichuan Province, China. It has been listed as a new food raw material by the State Food
and Drug Administration in 2019. P. chinense was first published in the Ming Dynasty " Herbal for Relief of
Famines ". This plant has been used for a long time as health food and folk medicine for the treatment of
liver damage by Miao people, which is called Fairy grass. Previous reports showed that P. chinense can be
used for the treatments of jaundice, cholecystitis, edema, traumatic injury, adiposis hepatica, and infectious
hepatitis. Objective To provide a scientific evidence for the development and application of P. chinense.
Methods 48 SD rats were randomly divided into 4 groups (n =12), a physiological saline group and three P.
chinense treat groups. The P. chinense groups were treated by intragastric administration with 5,10,20 g·kg1 crude drug once a day for 90 days. The levels of Urea, UA, Crea in serum were detected, and the HE dyeing
was chosen to observe the kidney morphology. Results The body weight, nephritic organ quotiety, and the
level of Urea, UA, and Crea in each exposure group have no statistically significant difference compared with
the physiological saline group (P>0. 05). There were no obvious kidney morphology changes in the P.
chinense group(F =1. 37,P =0. 268).
Conclusion The kidney morphology and function of rat showed no apparente damage after long term
intragastric administration of P. chinense.
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TECHNO-FUNCTIONAL PROPERTIES OF AMERICAN ANCIENT GRAINS AS
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INTRODUCTION
Ancient grains (quinoa, chia and amaranth) are widely recognized as balanced nutritional ingredients, where
the food industry can find high-value added nutrients (dietary fibre, protein, omega-3 fatty acids and
phenolic compounds) and are recommended by OMS, UN and FAO for several reasons. In Western
countries, these pseudo-cereals have not been widely used, since cultural prejudice and availability limited
their use. All of them are gluten-free thus; the adverse effects over the celiac population can be avoided.
New type of consumers are looking for new meat products in which less animal proteins and fats are
contained. To introduce in meat products, techno-functional properties of ancient grains must be
determined.
OBJECTIVES:
The main objective of this work is to evaluate most important techno-functional properties of American
ancient grains as potential meat protein replacement.
MATERIAL AND METHODS
Commercial American ancient grains (chia [Salvia hispanica, L.], quinoa [Chenopodium quinoa W.] and
amaranthus [Amaranthus hypochondriacus] were purchased in a local market. Seed, flour and flakes were
analysed. Water and oil holding capacity, foaming and emulsifying properties, pH and water activity
(Novasina) were determined. Conventional methods for all parameters were used.
RESULTS
Water and oil holding capacity, foaming and emulsifying properties were statically different (P<0.05) for all
samples. Quinoa and chia samples (seeds and flours) showed the highest values meanwhile amaranth
(seeds and flours) the lowest. Highest pH values for amaranth seeds (6.55±0.02) and white quinoa seed
(6.62±0.01) and the lowest chia seed (5.55±0.04) were found. For water activity, the lowest value was found
for amaranth flour (0.496±0.019) and the highest for black chia seed (0.655±0.020).
CONCLUSIONS
According with techno-functional properties results, quinoa and chia seems to be the best American ancient
grains to be used as potential meat protein replacement.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
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Campylobacter spp. is recognized as the leading cause of bacterial foodborne enteritis worldwide, imposing
a burden on public health. It is a bacterium often present in the poultry gut and contamination of the
poultry meat may occur during the slaughtering process, resulting in raw poultry meat contaminated with
Campylobacter spp. The application of innovative food processing technologies such as high hydrostatic
pressure (HHP) ensures a minimal impact on food biochemical and organoleptic parameters. The aim of the
present study was to evaluate the survival of Campylobacter jejuni submitted to high pressure processing in
broth and minced poultry meat.
Six strains of C. jejuni (three from culture collections and three collected from clinical cases occurred in
Portugal) were selected to study the pressure susceptibility in Mueller Hinton (MH) broth and minced
poultry meat (107 colony forming units (CFU)/mL or g). Stationary phase cells were pressurized at 200, 300,
400, and 500 MPa at 10 ºC for 5 min. Pressure-treated and control (0.1 MPa) samples were serially diluted
and plated in triplicate in MH supplemented with FBP (ferrous sulfate, sodium metabisulfite, and sodium
pyruvate) and mCCD agar. Plates were incubated at 41.5 ºC for 48 h, under microaerophilic conditions and
CFU/mL or g determined.
C. jejuni strains were able to survive up to 300 and 400 MPa, in broth and minced poultry meat,
respectively. All strains were completely inactivated at 500 MPa in both tested matrices. No significant
differences were observed on the inactivation behaviour of different isolates; selective enumeration in
mCCD or in MH supplemented with FBP was similar (P> 0.05). Overall, HHP seems to be a promising
technology to ensure Campylobacter spp. elimination solving a relevant problem in the poultry industry.
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By examining and investigating the existing models in vivo and in vitro and available date-set to detect
genotoxic and carcinogenic potential of chemicals to human, it becomes evident that a new paradigm is
needed to modify and/or replace the existing guide-lines for human risk assessment.
Though, it may sound critical of the past, but actually we should credit regulatory agencies, industry, and
those people for decisions in detecting chemical hazardous potential and introducing new chemicals (across
industrial applications) in the workplace that have delivered continuous increases in life expectancy over the
past century as well as a decrease in age-adjusted cancer rates in the past 3 decays.
We must critique the past to build foundations for the future and we need to know how our current testing
paradigms are performing for the hazardous identification and cancer risk assessment of chemicals in air,
water, soil, food as well as new drugs, in order to protect public health.
For pharmaceutical chemicals, however, it becomes evident that most of the genetic-toxicology assays and
tools used for regulatory assessment rely on high-dose animal (in vivo) studies and default extrapolation
procedures and have remained relatively unchanged for decades, despite the scientific revolutions of the
past half-century.
the costs of carcinogenicity assessments using animals can run into millions of Dollars/Euros. Doses
exceeding those likely to be used clinically are often tested; the high dose in a cancer bioassay is often a
maximally tolerated dose. Exposing animals to maximally tolerated doses can alter biologic processes that
are not relevant at clinical exposures and can produce artifacts, necessitating careful interpretation of
positive tumor results. In addition, carcinogenicity studies frequently are criticized because rodents are
perceived as too biologically different from humans and therefore poor models for assessing cancer risks.
Finally, rodent bioassays can result in drug-induced tumors that arise by mechanisms of questionable
relevance to human risk.
Consequently, the United States Food and Drug Administration as well as European and international drugregulatory counterparts, were committed to the 3Rs, by reducing, refining, and replacing the use of animals
in genetic toxicology and drug development testing protocols. Because drugs are designed to have biologic
effects and because they are often taken for prolonged periods of time, potential toxicities are concerns.
Although most potential toxicities are discovered in the course of clinical trials, some endpoints such as
carcinogenicity, mutagenicity, and teratogenicity can only be assessed in nonclinical studies in light of
ethical and practical considerations.
In the mid-1970s, Ames made the important observation in vitro that chemicals known to be carcinogens
often induced mutations in bacterial (prokaryotic) cells. Salmonella typhimurium reverse-mutation assay,
often referred as the Ames assay was standardised. Other endpoints of genotoxicity using eukaryotic cells
(in vitro) were known as well, including chromosomal aberrations in metaphase cells, micronuclei, sister
chromatid exchanges and unscheduled DNA synthesis. At that time, it was thought that a battery of in vitro
assays could successfully identify potential carcinogens and thereby substitute for 2-years rodent bioassays.
Although, in all above mentioned in vivo and in vitro studies a major problem encountered was high
percentage of false positive and false negatives, however, still these assays are being considered to be
predominant tools in most of existing guide-lines.
These sources of information lead us to develop and modify new test models as well as different biological
assays using either human hepatoma cells and human hepatocytes.
Furthermore, efforts were made to expand utility of these human liver cell systems by applying SAR and
QSAR models as well as genomic testing, these assays allowed the identification of correlations across large

datasets and to identify gene(s) responsible for carcinogenic and anti-carcinogenic potential of series of
chemicals which human is being exposed to on a daily bases, and in particular via food-chain.
A comparative analysis (including advantages and pitfalls) will be made between the existing assays in
current guide-lines and the human hepatoma / human hepatocyte assays.
Though, it is obvious that both human liver cell systems need to be further studied, on the bases of their
potentials and existing findings we strongly believe in order to perform human risk assessment to chemicals
properly, it is time to modify and / or change the existing guide-lines, and we can!
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Large numbers of chemicals present in air, water and soil (natural and synthetic, including human dietary
food components) as well as pharmaceutical drugs / chemicals are tested each year worldwide for potential
genotoxic properties to protect humans and the environment against the consequences of exposure
(cancer, infertility, accelerated ageing, and instability of ecosystems) to such chemicals.
These testing
studies are primarily divided in two parts: In vivo, using animals and in vitro (in the presence and absence of
mainly rat liver S9-derived extracts). Generally, by examining in vivo studies, it becomes evident that most
of the genetic-toxicology assays and tools used for regulatory assessment rely on treating animals at highdoses and default extrapolation procedures were made to estimate the risk for human. Though, it was
proven to be inadequate for a proper risk assessment to humans, but have remained relatively unchanged
for decades.
For primary screening, fast in vitro tests (using Eu- and Pro- karyotics) are also being
used, but it becomes evident that their predictive value is limited to the fact that they reflect the CYP-450
metabolism in humans inadequately.
Consequently, a series of work initiated and cellular models
derived from human liver (hepatocytes as well as hepatoma cells) were developed and established. These
models were further explored by validating wide varieties of cytogenetic and molecular biological assays
(i.e. cytotoxicity, chromosomal aberrations, sister-chromatid exchanges, micronuclei, aneuploidy,
chromosome painting, Rad 51, gamma-H2AX, genes- and protein-expression analysis), plus statistical
models (i.e. SAR and QSAR) were established in order to generate a large date-set and to elucidate the
potential of these models as reliable test systems for assessing hazardous of different classes of chemicals
and drugs to humans.
In these studies efforts were made to make a comparative analysis between
existing in vivo and in vitro tests with these models of human liver origin (i.e. HepG2) following treatment
with different classes of human dietary component to which humans are exposed daily via the diet or via
the environment, including polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons, heterocyclic aromatic amines and acrylamide,
nitrosamines, aromatic amines, heavy metals, pesticides, plant constituents, mycotoxins, complex foods
(beverages, plant juices), environmental mixtures (in air and water), cytostatic drugs and nitrosamines. The
results provide information required to develop measures to protect humans against exposure to dietary
and environmental genotoxins. The comparisons of the potencies of established DNA reactive
carcinogens will contribute substantially to the assessment of their health risks for humans. Using HepG2
cell system for large numbers of compounds (e.g. mycotoxins and heterocyclic aromatic amine), it was
shown for the first time that they cause DNA damage in human cells which strongly supports the
assumption that they cause possibly cancer in man. In addition to detecting genotoxicants, this cell system
could as well detect anti- and co-mutagens/carcinogens. By analysing gene- as well as protein expression
profiles, we might be able to elucidate the causes of induction as well as protection of DNA damage with
different classes of chemicals, and their mode(s) of action. Moreover, a positive correlation was found
between outcomes of tests to elucidate the genotoxic potential of human dietary compounds using HepG2
cells and in vivo tests. Taking into account that the initial- and/or induced- level of Phase I as well as Phase
II enzymes in human hepatoma (HepG2) cells by using mRNA was found to be rather similar to human
hepatocytes. Consequently, it can be concluded that cellular models of human liver origin (i.e. HepG2) might
be suitable alternatives to use of animals in mutagenicity testing. These new models established should
be further investigated using a large panel of chemicals and the outcomes shall help national and
international health authorities to define acceptable levels of exposure to dietary and environmental
carcinogens and may also provide food industries with information needed to produce safer products.
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